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論文題要內容︰ 

 本文主要探討台灣電視新聞的言談結構(discourse structure)，以及標示各單位

的言談標記(discourse marker)。本研究分析 25 則電視新聞，文類限定於社會新聞。

首先，在結構上，每一則新聞包含兩大結構︰導語(news kernel)以及旁白與影片

(news body)。兩大結構又可細分為七個較小的單位，分別為︰開場白 (opening)、

摘要 (abstract of the news)、事件現場畫面 (event scene presentation)、主要新聞事

件 (main news events)、後續發展 (follow-up)、評語 (evaluation)、結尾 (routine 

ending)。而這七個單位還可再細分為更小的單位。此外，本文所探討的言談標記

可分為五類︰1. 指涉詞 (referential forms) 2. 連詞 (connectives) 3. 地方副詞 

(locative phrase) 4. 話題轉換填充詞 (topic shift fillers) 5. 畫面轉換 (shot shift)。是

故，本文研究重點有二︰1.將新聞結構分為三個階層—Level 1、Level 2、Level 3，

並探討出現於不同階層的言談標記在類型與數量上是否反映出階層 

(hierarchy)？ 2. 標示各個結構的言談標記為何？ 

 研究結果指出︰1. 三個階層的言談標記在類型上除了 Level 1 固定有畫面轉
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換之外，其餘兩個階層皆無固定的言談標記。另外，在數量上僅 Level 1 可同時

出現多個言談標記，Level 2 與 Level 3 在數量上並無差異，顯示出電視新聞為口

說語(spoken language)的一種，訊息與訊息之間的連結性比表現出文體結構階層性

更為重要 2. 標示各單位的言談標記並無一致性。受到各單位特性影響，言談標

記呈現不同的分佈。 
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Abstract 

 The present study examines twenty five pieces of broadcast news about crimes 

and damages in Taiwan. The purpose is to examine the relationship between the 

discourse structures and their corresponding markers. The discourse structure of a 

piece of broadcast news is divided into seven components and they are categorized 

into three levels. Level 1 includes news kernel and news body. Level 2 includes 

abstract in news kernel, main news events, follow-ups, evaluation, and routine ending 

in news body. Level 3 contains the smaller units in the Level 2 units. The boundary 

markers to be examined are divided into four categories: topic shift filler, referential 

forms, connectives, and shot shift. 

 The present study has two major findings. First, the amounts of markers only 

show significant difference in Level 1. Down to Level 2 and Level 3, linearity 

overrides hierarchy. Second, the types of markers are decided by the nature of each 

unit. The opening is always marked by shot shift and speaker shift plus topic shift 

fillers/temporals/additives. The abstract section is marked by locative phrase plus 

referential forms. The event scene presentation section is marked by shot shift and 

speaker shift plus referential forms. The main news events section is marked by shot 

shift plus temporals which signal the exact time. Then, the follow-up section is marked 

by shot shift plus referential forms/connectives. The evaluation section is marked by 
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shot shift plus referential forms. The routine ending section is marked by a relatively 

longer pause. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation 

 News is one of the most important means by which we receive information 

nowadays. The major disruptive events, the important government announcements or 

the words of important officials are transmitted by the means of language, which is 

presented mainly by two modes—newspapers and broadcasting. According to the 

statistics provided by government of Information Office, there are 2,216 newspaper 

offices and 178 broadcasting stations in Taiwan. Therefore, one can conceive that the 

amount of the language produced one day is so huge and the media language is so 

ubiquitous in our society. 

 Previous studies on media language are multidisciplinary, from the fields of 

“communication studies, linguistics, sociolinguistics, discourse analysis, semiotics, 

and sociology [to] social psychology” (Bell, 1991).For example, from the perspective 

of sociology, researchers may focus on “macro-phenomena, such as the institutions, 

the audience or public, large-scale processes of effects, or overall functions of media in 

society” (van Dijk, 1985). Otherwise, researchers pay their attention to the news 

values and ideology, which influence journalists’ choice and formation of news. 

Consequently, media language is more than a tool of expressing information; it is a 

“powerful ideological instrument” (Toolan, 2001). 
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 However, comparatively few studies pay their attention to the discourse structure 

of news itself. Among these relatively few linguistic-oriented researches, nearly all of 

them are concerned with news in print. For example, van Dijk (1988) considers 

different genres have their own grammar so he analyzes numerous newspapers 

worldwide and draws up the discourse structure or schemata of news stories. In the 

same vein, Bell (1991, 1994, and 1998) compares news stories in print with personal 

oral narrative and concludes that though the two share some crucial structural elements, 

they differ from each other in 1) the temporal organization of events and 2) the 

distribution of orientation and evaluation. Yet, unfortunately, seldom does research 

focus its attention on the discourse structure of broadcast news register, which, though 

rooted in the tradition of newspaper (Bell, 1991), is different from news in print in the 

following aspects. 

1. The allocated time and the amount of words used are much constrained in 

broadcast news. According to Chang (2007), for the same news story, the amount 

of words is roughly 700 to 800 words per piece of news in print; yet, the same 

content has to be condensed into approximately 300 words in its counterpart of 

broadcast news. 

2. The broadcast news script, though in written form, is edited with the voice-over of 

the journalists and is presented in spoken form. The sentences should be short and 
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simple because the audiences cannot go back to the information they do not catch 

up (Lanson and Stephens, 1994). In addition, the lexicons tend to be colloquial. 

3. The broadcast news has an additional and decisive element—visual image, which 

plays a crucial role in distinguishing it from news in print. The frequent use of 

demonstrative like zhe 這 ‘this’ and synchronized editing of words and images 

underline its influence upon the narration of the news event. 

Accordingly, broadcast news is believed to behave at variance with news in print to 

some extent. It exhibits the features of both written and spoken discourses 

simultaneously (Cotter, 2001). On one hand, it “has a measure of economy and 

cohesion, which is lacking in everyday speech” (Glasgow University Media Group, 

1975). In addition, its audiences, just like the readers of a written work, are so remote 

that they cannot influence the flow of discourse (Garrett & Bell, 1998). On the other 

hand, it should meet the requirement of being colloquial because it is for listening 

rather than reading (Lanson and Stephens, 1994). Therefore, broadcast news is a genre 

existing between the extremes of written and spoken discourses (Cotter, 2001), which 

makes it so distinct that deserves our attention. In 1.2 and 1.3, we will introduce the 

formation of a piece of broadcast news and the subtypes of news, respectively. 

 

1.2 The Production of Broadcast News 

The production of a piece of broadcast news takes many parties to cooperate with 
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each other, including the journalists, camera operators and the editors. In practice, the 

journalists gather materials with the camera operators. The staffs involved in will 

discuss what the main events of the news are, provide script and then supplement it 

with shots. Once it is determined, one mode is the main narration line while the other 

is used to supplement it (Niu, 2006). After that, the journalists will write news scripts 

and edit the pictures with voice-overs. If necessary, they need to add extra elements to 

enhance the audiences’ comprehension, such as charts to illustrate the key points of an 

important announcement from the president or animations of the process of crime 

when there are no suitable shots. Hence, a piece of broadcast news is a hybrid of 

voice-over, visual images and captions or charts on screen. Then they pass the product 

to the news editors to see if there is any language or content problems. 

 

1.3 The Subtypes of News 

News can be further divided into several subcategories based on how it is treated, 

such as soft news and hard news, to name just a few. Soft news is usually concerned 

with the least serious subjects, which are not timely at all, such as arts and 

entertainments, lifestyles and celebrity. Their contents are treated in a “lighter” way 

and their major purpose is to entertain the audiences rather than informing information. 

Accordingly, more descriptions and comments can be found. 

On the other hand, hard news, which is the staple product of news discourse (Bell, 
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1991), is featured as being serious, timely and of importance. Accordingly, it is 

supposed to convey information in an accurate, objective, and neutral manner 

(Montgomery, 2007). Its subject matters cover two major types. The first type is 

“eruptive violence, [which] reveals fortune and socially significant breaches of the 

moral order,” including accidents, natural disasters, crimes and conflicts (White, 1997). 

Such kind of news is the core of hard news and thus is called “spot news” (Bell, 1991). 

Niu’s (2006) statistics also reveals similar findings in which that damage and criminal 

news occupies one-fifth of a broadcast news section in Taiwan. The second type 

includes the other serious and crucial issues, such as news of elections, government 

announcements, international negotiations, [and] party politics” (Bell, 1991). These 

communicative events, including a speech, interview, report or press release can by 

themselves form a piece of hard news because they have impact on a great number of 

people (White, 1997). 

 

1.4 Objectives 

The present study will investigate broadcast news, for so far there have been few 

linguistic-oriented studies on it. Hence, there is a need to explore this special genre 

more. As to the subtypes of news, the present study will focus on only news about 

crime and damage, because they are with higher percentage compared with the other 

subject matters in Taiwan’s broadcast news (Niu, 2006). Therefore, the present study 
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contains 25 pieces of broadcast news, all of which is criminal and damage news. After 

reviewing the previous literatures on the discourse structure of news, we would like to 

examine what kinds of linguistic and visual markers are used to signal a unit boundary 

and their co-relationships. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 In chapter two, the previous studies on the approaches concerning the discourse 

structure of news and the markers of units will be discussed in detail. In 2.1, we 

reviewed the three major approaches dealing with news stories—narrative approach, 

news-as-commentary approach and satellite approach. In 2.2, we reviewed the 

previous research on the correlation between discourse structures and their 

corresponding boundary markers, be them linguistic or visual ones, including 

discourse markers and shift of scenes. 

 

2.1 Approaches to the Discourse Structure of News Story 

 The approaches concerned with the discourse structure of news story encompass 

three major approaches—narrative approach, broadcast news-as-commentary approach 

and satellite approach. Narrative approach can be applied to news in print as well as 

broadcast news respectively. They are introduced in 2.1.1. Broadcast 

news-as-commentary approach is introduced in 2.1.2 and satellite approach in 2.1.3. 

 

2.1.1 Narrative Approach 

Narrative has been one of the major topics in humanistic (Johnstone, 2001). Its 

realm varies depending on different definitional criteria. In a narrow sense, it only 

denotes the genre of story. In a wide sense, the characteristics of a narrative can be 
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found in genres ranging from dramas, conversation, broadcast news, to fine art (Ochs, 

1997; Montgomery, 2007). In either case, a narrative is a recapitulation of past events, 

which create transformations of state of affairs and whose participants are usually 

animate (Ochs, 1997). Personal oral experience and news report are two good 

examples of narrative. The former one is a personal account of past experiences, which 

are usually out of the ordinary and therefore are tellable (Labov and Waltezky, 1967; 

Goffman, 1974; Ochs, 1997). More importantly, more than merely a recapitulation of 

events, it usually has some moral points to make (Labov and Waltezky, 1967; Goffman, 

1974; Ochs, 1997). On the contrary, news report, though also recapitulating other 

people’s past events vicariously, is told due to having news values set by journalism 

practitioners rather than moral points (van Dijk, Bell, 1991, 1994 and 1998). 

Personal oral experiences and news reports have some structural elements in 

common (Bell, 1991, 1994 and 1998). Therefore we would like to review the studies 

on narrative structure before exploring the discourse structure of news report. 

According to the classic study conducted by Labov and Waletzky (1967), there are six 

structural elements of a personal oral narrative: abstract, orientation, complicating 

actions, evaluation, resolution and coda and they are presented in this order (Labov 

and Waletzky, 1967). A typical abstract occurs at the beginning of a narrative, serving 

as a prelude to the following story. It outlines the main actions and may even reveal 
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points of the narrative. Besides, it is a sign indicating the present speaker gets the floor 

to speak. 

Orientation’s unmark position is between abstract and the following complicating 

actions. It mainly functions as setting the scene of a narrative and is usually realized 

by a set of phrases or lexical items, which orient the listeners in respect to person, 

place, time and behavioral situation. Hence, such kind of information is called as 

“introductory orientation.” In addition, orientation can also occur throughout the 

whole narrative because as the action happens, the scene changes accordingly. The 

narrators are responsible to provide the background information so that the listeners 

can catch up the development and such orientation is labeled as “emerging 

orientation.” 

Complicating actions, taking place after orientation, is the skeletal structure of a 

narrative. It comprises a series of chronological events, which advance or progress the 

storyline. Each event is linked to one another causally and there is at least one 

temporal juncture within them. Normally, the series of events lead to the most 

reportable event, i.e., the climax or the high point, which is the point of maximum 

suspense. After that, the tension is gradually released and what happens at last occurs 

to conclude the sequences of events. The last event, labeled as “resolution” or “result,” 

is usually unreportable so it does not need further explanation. 
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Evaluation is the value of a narrative, normally inserted between complicating 

actions and resolution but can also occur throughout the story. It points out the most 

interesting or unusual part of the story, persuading the listeners to keep listening to or 

reading the story. It can occur either outside or within the narrative. In the previous 

case, the narrators comment on the story from outside, stating phrases like “But it was 

really quite terrifying,” which emphasizes the value of the story—horror. In the latter 

case, evaluation is embedded in the storyline. The narrators can exploit some linguistic 

devices to underscore the importance of one event, including intensifier, explicatives, 

quantifiers, paraphrase and repetition. 

Coda falls at the end of a narrative, wrapping up the story and signaling its end. 

Sometimes it provides a short summary or connects the story world with the present. 

Phrases like “And that was that” is an example of coda. 

News report, as mentioned above, is considered as sharing some structural 

elements with personal oral experience. Therefore, some researchers apply the 

Labovian framework to account for news in print. Similarly, a few researchers deem 

broadcast news as being evolved from news in print so they also examine it with 

narrative approach. In 2.1.1.1 and 2.1.1.2, we will introduce the narrative approaches 

on news in print and broadcast news, respectively. 
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2.1.1.1 Narratives in Printed News 

 Traditionally, news has been treated as one narrative genre because it shares some 

structural properties with personal oral narratives. Bell (1991, 1995, and 1998) and 

Schokkenbroek (1997), therefore, apply the framework introduced by Labov and 

Waletzky (1967, 1972) to account for news in print, respectively. Both of them agree 

that news in print and personal oral narratives are similar in the following aspects: 1) 

they are concerned with a series of events and 2) they are told or reported for some 

purposes. 

However, the two differ from each other in context and purposes. News is 

institutional language whose authors are multiple and the purpose is mainly to inform. 

On the other hand, personal oral narratives belong to personal discourse and their aims 

range from self-aggrandisement to social talk (Schokkenbroek, 1997). Accordingly, the 

narrative form of news stories has been modified. 

 The structure of a news item, be it in newspaper or news bulletin, is composed of 

an obligatory lead plus a subsidiary story proper1. The beginning paragraph of news 

stories, i.e. the lead or the intro, not only summarizes the central actions of a news 

story but also underlines its importance—why the reporters think it is worth reporting. 

In other words, it is an abstract within which the news values are the most prominent. 

                                                
1 In broadcast news, the lead/intro is termed as “news kernel” and the story proper/ body copy is termed 
as “news report” (Montgomery, 2007). 
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Bell (1991) illustrates this point by offering an example. He observes that intensifiers, 

which function as stressing the importance of a news story, are used much more often 

in the lead and the intensity, seriousness and importance are decreasing in the story 

proper section. 

In the section of story proper, the whole news event is reported in some detail. 

Contrary to personal oral narrative, there is no separate section for orientation in news 

in print because a news item usually covers more than one person, place and time, 

orientation is usually embedded in events and disperses throughout the news stories. 

With regard to complication, Labov and Waltezky (1967) have defined that the 

chronological ordering of events is a required definition for a personal oral narrative. 

However, according to Bell (1991), in journalistic writing, the presentation of events 

seldom chimes in their logical order in the real world; instead, they are presented 

non-chronologically. Normally, the latest development of a series of news events is 

placed earlier in order to satisfy the principle of recency/timeliness. There is a set of 

news values manipulating the placement of events in news behind2. The more valuable 

the events are, the earlier they are placed. Both van Dijk (1985) and Bell (1991) argue 

that in newspaper writing, events are organized contingent on their news values rather 

                                                
2 These news values are journalism conventions. Galtung and Ruge (1965b) have made a commonly 
categorization. The following researchers (van Dijk, 1985; Bell, 1991, Montgomery, 2007 and the 
others) all follow the categorization more or less. According to Bell (1991), these news values include 
recency, proximity, consonance, unambiguity, unexpectedness, superlativeness, relevance, 
personalization, eliteness, attribution and facticity. 
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than their corresponding sequences in real world. That is, the most news-worthy parts 

of a news story are reported first, then the background information may be 

supplemented, and subsequently return to the details of the news. This kind of writing 

results in the specific schemata of news writing—inverted-pyramid structure. However, 

Duzak (1995) has pointed out that writing styles vary from culture to culture. She 

compares news-texts in English, Polish and German, finding that the latter two show 

the traces of everyday storytelling. In her data, a piece of news begins with possible 

causes, then presenting the setting against which the news events occur. Subsequently 

the main news events are organized chronologically. 

 Schokkenbroek (1997), though admitting that a news item starts with abstract 

rather than settings, questions Bell’s argumentation of non-chronological order of 

events. She asserts that in most of the cases she studies, the discourse structure 

matches the event structure. If not, there must be some linguistic markers to indicate 

their temporal relationship to prompt the readers/audiences in the process of 

comprehension. The linguistic markers to indicate the temporal structures are divided 

into anchors and temporal connectors by Schokkenbroek (1997). Anchors mainly 

function as situating events in absolute calendar time, including deictics and adverbial 

phrases. Temporal connectors are used to explicate the relative temporal order of two 

events, such as relational adverbials. 
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In terms of evaluation, Labov (1972) has mentioned that evaluation is as 

important as complicating actions in personal oral narratives. It expresses the 

narrators’ attitude toward the narrative. However, in the case of news story, due to the 

principle of objectivity in journalism, the journalists’ personal comments are less 

preferable in hard news (Schokkenbroek, 1997; Keeble, 2006). Instead, it is news 

values that can account for why a news story is reported (Bell, 1991, 1994 and 1998; 

Schokkenbroek, 2007). Journalists write their news stories based on the principles 

established by their proprietor managers. 

 Though in principle the journalists’ personal comments are not welcomed, 

Schokkenbroek (1997) discovers that the journalists can still evaluate the news event 

by either semantic or formal means. Bell (1991) has roughly discussed the frequent 

use of intensifiers in the lead, but he neither extends the concept into the story proper 

section nor refers to form devices. Schokkenbroek (1997), on the other hand, asserts 

that both evaluative devices can be found in the story proper section. In the semantic 

level, the journalists can use intensifiers, comparators, correlatives and explicatives to 

compare the scales of importance among events. In the formal level, they can 

extensively quote a third person’s evaluative comments directly or indirectly3 serving 

as their own evaluation. They are empowered to select which person’s speeches to 

                                                
3
 Quotation may have two functions – updating the news events and expressing evaluative comments. 
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quote and decide in which context the comment is placed. Accordingly, they can 

evaluate the events covertly and meanwhile avoid directly expressing their own 

evaluation, which is less preferable in news reports. However, nowadays, the direct 

evaluative comment made by the journalists in broadcast news seems very common, 

especially at the end of a news item. 

 With regard to resolution and coda, Bell (1991) mentions that these two are 

optional in news items. News story, according to him, is more akin to a serial than a 

short story. Most of the time, news is only concerned with the latest step rather than 

the result when the news events have not ended at reporting time. Therefore, it seems 

that resolution is not an obligatory element in news story. As to coda, Bell asserts there 

seems no counterpart in news items to mark the finish or to return from the story world 

to the real world as personal oral narrative does. 

 In summary, a news item contains a lead/intro (abstract) and a story proper 

(complicating actions). In story proper, the events, which may be accompanied with 

orientation, can be arranged depending on either their importance or their logical 

orders in the world. In the former case, some linguistic markers will definitely occur to 

indicate the temporal relationship. Evaluative expressions are exploited to reveal the 

journalists’ attitudes toward the news events indirectly. As to resolution and coda, 

neither of them is strictly required. 
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2.1.1.2 Narratives in Broadcast News 

Broadcast news is deemed as deriving from news in print (Bell, 1991). 

Therefore, the sense of news as narrative is extended to broadcast news (Hartley, 1982; 

Fiske, 1987; Graddol, 1994, cited in Montgomery, 2007; Thompson, 2005). For 

example, Graddol (1994) asserts that broadcast news, just like fiction cinema, exploits 

a realist narrative technique. Scannel (1996, cited in Thornborrow and Fitzgerald, 2004) 

even compares TV news as successors to the historical novels of the 19th century. In 

line with them, Thompson (2005) agrees that broadcast news is not simply an 

accumulation of bare facts. Instead, he proposes that the journalists should exploit a 

technique called narrative journalism, which refers to turning the accurate and 

well-researched information into interesting and attracting stories. 

Though these studies hold that broadcast news exhibits the features of narratives, 

few of them, except for Thompson (2005), carefully examine its discourse structure as 

those have done to news in print. Hence, we need to supplement the insufficiency by 

referring to some journalism textbooks or guidebooks, which offer us some bases of 

the composition of a news item and help us sketch the structure of a broadcast news 

item. 

The overall structure of a piece of broadcast news resembles that of news in print, 

containing an obligatory opening sequence plus a subsidiary story proper (Thompson, 

2005; Montgomery, 2007). The opening anchor sequence, also called “intro,” is read 
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by the anchor and is roughly equivalent to abstract in personal oral narrative. To serve 

the purpose, the opening sequence has its own features. The classic way is simply 

conveying the information of who, what, where and when in one sentence (Thompson, 

2005). Nowadays, however, an increasing number of anchors start by something 

relevant to the audiences. A beginning statement involving pronouns “you” and “we” 

are rather common, such as “Do you ever drive with a mobile phone in your hand” 

(Thompson, 2005; Chang, 2007). In addition to the two openings mentioned above, we 

observed many anchors in Taiwan add some sort of “transitional phrase4” to bridge 

two consecutive news items or phrases to mark the reporting flow. Yet, the situation is 

totally different from British broadcast news. According to Montgomery (2007), one 

news item succeeds another with little or no lexical marking. Therefore, phrases like 

“and now to our next story…” is seldom seen in British broadcast news. As to the end 

of a news kernel, Montgomery (2007) mentions a news kernel usually ends in an 

introductory preface to introduce the following presenter, such as “Here’s Helen 

Wright….” Yet, this situation seems less common in Taiwan broadcast news. 

According to our observation, the completeness of news kernels in Taiwan is always 

achieved through anchors’ falling tone and a held scene instead of a specific ending 

mark. 

                                                
4 So far, there seems little research on transitional phrases of broadcast news items in Taiwan. Many 
audiences find that the transitional phrases are sometimes used inappropriately or incoherent, so we 
believe that it is a field worthy of being explored. 
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The story proper, enunciated by reporters, develops and elaborates the whole 

news story. It is integrated with three crucial elements—images, the reporter’s 

voice-overs and soundbites from the interviewees. The images and voice-overs are of 

equal importance. Voice-overs, which are usually matched to images tactically, are 

understood as commentary to images (Montgomery, 2007). Thus, if one mode is 

missing, the integrity of the text will be damaged. Besides, soundbites, which are the 

essence of the speaker’s ideas, are commonly inserted into a news item. They are 

knitted with the journalists’ narrations into a “seamless coherent ‘story’ (Cotter, 2001). 

As a result, a thorough structure of the story proper takes the three components to 

cooperate with one another. 

The structure of the story proper can be divided into beginning, middle and 

ending, though there are an infinite number of possibilities of how to cover those three 

points (Barron, cited in Thompson, 2005). In principle, it begins with something being 

able to arrest the audiences’ attention, subsequently discloses the whole news events 

and finally ends with a conclusion or an expectation toward future (Thompson, 2005; 

Lanson and Stephens, 1994; Chang, 2007). Visually impressive scenes, such as the 

horrible scenes resulting from an accident or the relatives’ bitter responses are rather 

common at the beginning position of criminal or damage news in Taiwan (Chang, 

2007; Yang, 2006). Therefore, if we view the news report as an interest line, it rises 
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rapidly at the beginning.  

The middle part, in which the whole news story is developed, concentrates on 

what happens and how news events are dealt with so far (Niu, 2006; Thompson, 2005). 

The two foci—what happens and how it is dealt with are similar to the concepts of 

complicating actions and resolution in Labov’s framework. The sequence of reported 

events in broadcast news chimes in with their logical order in the real world 

(Thompson, 2005). The components of a news story with their corresponding pictures 

usually follow the chronological order so that the audiences will not get confused 

(Thompson, 2005). In other words, the traditional inverted-pyramid structure used in 

news in print, where events are organized contingent on their significance rather than 

their logical order, has been discarded in broadcast news (Thompson, 2005; Lanson 

and Stephens, 1994). After the main news events are referred to, how the whole news 

is going to end, or how it is dealt with so far will be provided. Such information is also 

important, for the audiences or the hearers would like to know what happens 

afterwards. 

The conclusion, usually one or a few sentences, is termed as “snapper” in 

journalism (Lanson and Stephens, 1994). It may provide insightful ideas (Thompson, 

2005). Yet, ending in snappers is not the only condition. Very often, a news item ends 

in a phrase looking to the future (Thompson, 2005). For example, in a piece of a 
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railway accident, the journalist may mention that the investigators were still focusing 

on a set of points to clarify the causes (Thompson, 2005). 

 

2.1.2 Broadcast News-as-commentary Approach 

 Montgomery (2007) is probably the first one able to offer us a thorough 

linguistic-oriented introduction to the discourse of broadcast news. Contrast to the 

previous narrative approaches, he asserts that the direct application of narrative 

structure to account for television news can “distort our understanding of the prevalent 

characteristics of journalism as a textual system.” According to his observation, the 

majority of news coverage, as he claims, is concerned with “public information,” such 

as a new policy, a piece of new scientific information or the latest information about 

president campaign. Therefore, what is said by the reporters is arguably a kind of 

“commentary” or “public announcement,” rather than “narration.” In other words, 

word to image is better understood as commentary to illustration. He provides an 

alternative, in which we should start by revealing the characteristics, from which we 

are able to establish a set of principles of its discursive intelligibility. 

 According to him, a news item often includes an obligatory news kernel (the 

opening anchor sequence) plus the optional subsidiary components (the story proper in 
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news in print)5. The former one is enunciated by the newsreaders, who address the 

audiences directly through the camera in the studio, which is called deictic zero point 

by Montgomery in that the news kernel is delivered from “the here and now.” As to the 

news reporting, the world is brought to the studio (i.e., the deicit zero point) from the 

news field and its discourse structure is realized by the combination of the video clips 

with the reporters’ voice-over. Hence, the coherence of the discourse of news reports 

needs to take voice-overs and visual images into consideration simultaneously. He 

especially points out that visual image is a crucial element, which not only 

distinguishes television news from news in print but also plays an important role in 

text cohesion. 

 There exists a reciprocal relevance between voice-over and the visual images. 

What is mentioned in the verbal track is also usually seen in the visual track. For 

instance, when the reporter mentioned “flashing lights,” a shot of flashing lights 

appears on the screen immediately. Accordingly, this kind of interplay is termed as 

“simultaneous reference.” Yet, Montgomery also reminds us that what is seen in the 

visual track can only be “illustrative” or “representative.” In other words, the shot may 

be a document which has already been previously recorded or stored. 

 Besides, sometimes the interrelation between words from the reporters and 

                                                
5 There are other variants of the presentation of news reports. For example, sometimes a news item is 
composed of only news kernel and sometimes kernel news plus a live two-way interview. 
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images in the visual track is less transparent; under the circumstance, the assumption 

that the two tracks are connected to some degree borne in the audience’s mind may aid 

them to relate the words with images. Such assumption of “simultaneous reference” of 

visual and verbal elements, as Montgomery claims, is the “effect of the text and of the 

inferences which it prompts.” Therefore, the intelligibility and coherence of a news 

report can only be achieved through the collaboration of both tracks. This is especially 

evident when the deixis or demonstrative occurs since such uses cannot stand along 

without visual images. 

This overlapping reference can also be found in editing. For example, the 

transition of shots and the boundaries of sentence/clause coincide with each other. 

According to Montgomery (2007), there is nearly a 50% correspondence between shot 

boundaries and clause/sentence boundaries. Such synchronized editing is another 

evidence of the mutual or reciprocal relation between words and images. 

However, the relationship between the two modes is not necessarily overlapping; 

there are still other kinds of interrelationship. Meinhof (1994) indicates in addition to 

overlap, there are other two relationships—displacement and dichotomy. Displacement 

is the situation in which the footage and text represent different action components 

details. Dichotomy is the situation in which the footage and text represent related 

action components.  
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2.1.3 Satellite Approach 

 Thornborrow and Fitzgerald (2004) provide an alternative framework, which they 

claim to be able to deal with news in print and broadcast news. They propose that 

news stories are quite different from Labov’s account on oral narrative, which contains 

six ordered elements. Likewise, Toolan (2001) also asserts that “news stories have 

developed a distinct narrative structuring, quite at variance with the Labovian high 

point oral narrative.” Thornborrow and Fitzgerald’s (2004) main consideration is that 

news stories are already complete in the headline or news kernel (i.e., the opening 

anchor sequence). The following sections/paragraphs in news body (i.e., the story 

proper) do not advance the storyline; instead, they “thicken” or “expand” the elements 

introduced in the lead/ anchor introduction. The elements encompass category 

(participants or locations mentioned), action and reason,6 which recur in each of the 

subsequent paragraphs/sections. Accordingly, a news story is like a collection of 

intra-linked stories. Let’s take the excerpt of a news item for example. 

(1) 

Anchor: [1]A tanker which has already leaked three thousand tons of fuel off the 

coast of Spain is being towed into calmer waters in an effort to prevent further 

ecological damage. [2] It's thought the owners of the Prestige will try to dock the 

ship in Portugal but the government there has said it will turn down any request. 

 

Reporter: [1] It's the people who live in this region of Galicia are having to cope 

with the effects of this accident. As thousands of tons of thick sludgy oil come 

                                                
6
 The three elements were adopted from Sacks’s observation on child story. Sacks (1995) provides an 

example in which the two sentences – “The baby cried” and “The mommy picked it up” form a story 
because they are linked with each other by sharing categories of “baby” and “mother,” by the action of 
“picking up,” and by the reason of “crying.” 
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ashore, all fishing has been banned….Teams are working on beaches all along the 

coast to try and clear up the oil but the wildlife has been badly affected. Volunteers 

are trying to save as many birds as they can….[2] She is being pulled by tugs from 

Spanish to Portuguese waters but Portugal says under no circumstances will she be 

allowed to dock…. 

Claire Marshal, BBC news, Acarunia. 

(BBC Lunchtime News of November 6, 2002) 

The first strand of this news kernel is concerned with the leaking ship off the coast of 

Spain (i.e., category), which is going to be towed away (i.e., action) for the prevention 

of ecological damage (i.e., reason). Then, in news body, the related category—action 

and reason, in news kernel will occur again. For example, “the coast of Spain” in news 

kernel (i.e., the category) is alternated to “this region of Galicia” in news body, both of 

which refer to the same place. The action, being towed away is supplemented by 

additional activities, such as coping with effects of accidents, banning fishing, working 

on beaches and saving birds. Finally, all these actions are conducted to prevent 

ecological damage (i.e., the reason). Therefore, the first strand is further expanded and 

thickened in news report. 

 In line with Thornborrow and Fitzgerald (2005), White (1997) considers news 

story of printed news a lead-dominated structure, in which the subcomponents of the 

body do not provide any new information but only refer back to the headline/lead. 

There are five possible relations between the lead and the body – elaboration, 

explanation, contextualization and appraisal. 

 The headline/lead, which is the nucleus, is supplemented by the subcomponents 
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of the body through these five relations. Accordingly, the relation between the 

headline/lead and the subcomponents is compared to an orbital structure in which the 

dependent satellites surround the nucleus. What is more, the arrangement of these 

subcomponents is relatively free in that the interactions lie between subcomponents 

and the news kernel rather than between each subcomponent. These five relations 

proposed by White (1997) were provided in the followings. 

1. Elaboration: more detailed description or exemplification of information in the 

lead or restatement of what is described in the lead 

2. Cause-and-effect: causes or reasons for the consequences described in the lead 

3. Justification: evidence or reasoning which supports the newsworthy claim 

presented in the lead 

4. Contextualization: details of the geographical setting or prior events of a similar 

nature for the purpose of comparison 

5. Appraisal/attribution: evaluative comments of the significance of the news event, 

its emotional impact or other value judgment 

 Some of the relations seem to overlap with the elements found in Labovian 

framework. For example, justification, appraisal/attribution and contextualization are 

similar to the concept of evaluation; elaboration and cause-and-effect are under the 

scope of complication. In addition, though the paragraphs can be freely placed in 
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different positions, it is less feasible for broadcast news. 

 

2.1.4 Summary and Conclusion 

 From the previous studies, we have learned all the three approaches agree upon 

that broadcast news is composed of news kernel (i.e., the opening anchor sequence) 

and news body (i.e., the story proper). However, they have not yet reached agreement 

on the structural elements of news body. Researchers of narrative approach (Hartly, 

1982; Fiske, 1987; Graddol, 1994; Thompson, 2005) treat broadcast news as a variant 

of narrative, which can be produced through multiple modes together like verbal and 

visual modes. News kernel is equal to the first element—abstract in narrative. The 

elements in the news body, however, differ from those of narrative. To attract the 

audiences’ attention, news body sometimes begins with something visually attractive 

(Thompson, 2005; Lanson and Stephens, 1994; Chang, 2007). Then the whole news 

story is developed along with orientation, complicating actions, resolution and coda. 

News-as-commentary approach (Montgomery, 2007) is valuable in that it points 

out a commentary relationship between both words to images and shot boundaries to 

clause/sentence boundaries. Thus, we may infer that shot shifts as the events or topics 

are switched. Though emphasizing the commentary relationship between the two 

modes, news-as-commentary approach does not touch how events are arranged in a 

news item. Thus, the approach may only be used when we examine the correlation 
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between shot shift and topic shift. 

Satellite approach (Thornborrow and Fitzgerald, 2004), opposing the tradition of 

viewing news as a form of narrative, sees news report as a “thickening” relationship 

between news kernel and news body. It proposes that each section/paragraph of news 

kernel can be viewed as an intra-linked story, which encompasses category, action and 

reason. Then, the three elements of the intra-linked story recur in the following news 

body. Indeed, news body do serve the function of “thickening” the elements in news 

body, since news kernel is a virtually a brief version of news body. Yet, based on our 

observation, each intra-linked stories defined by Thornborrow and Fitzgerald (2004) is 

still connected to each other according to their temporal sequence in the real world. 

For instance, in example (1) in 2.1.3, the actions initiated by habitants near Galicia 

(i.e., the first strand) took place prior to the Portuguese government’s turn-down of the 

request to dock near Portugal. 

After comparing the three approaches, we have learned that each approach has its 

pros and cons. We will adopt narrative approaches to serve as a framework of the 

outlook of a piece of news and use news-as-commentary approaches to examine the 

co-relationship between shot shift and topic shift. 

 

2.2 Marker of Discourse Structure 

Any type of discourse can be segmented into smaller sections, each of which is 
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semantically coherent individually (Oliverira, 2000). The propositions included in one 

discourse segment can be subsumed under a macro-proposition or summarized in a 

single word or phrasal title (van Dijk, 1988; McCarthy, 2002). They can be either 

termed as topics (van Dijk, 1988) or thematic paragraphs (Givon, 1983). The boundary 

of each topic or thematic paragraph usually indicates the change of time/period, place, 

action, participants, or possible world. In other words, the introduction of a new topic 

is usually marked in a “semantically conspicuous way,” which is usually realized in 

forms, intonation patterns or pausing (van Dijk and Kintsch, 1983). 

In the present study, we will only review studies on forms. Previous studies 

(Schiffrin, 1987; Fraser, 1999; Li, 1985; Yu, 1990; Chen, 1990; Qin, 1998; Miracle, 

1991; Chui, 2002; Wang, 2001, 2005) on boundary markers are fruitful. The genres 

cover written narratives, oral narratives and daily conversation. Their results show that 

there exists a correlation between boundary markers and the conspicuousness of 

discourse units. Thus, in the following section, we will introduce the categorization of 

discourse markers first and then the relationship between discourse units of different 

size and their corresponding boundary markers. 

To begin with, discourse markers, according to Schiffrin (1987), are cohesive 

devices which can not only indicate the connections between two sequential 

propositions but also bracket units of talk, which may refer to speech acts, utterances, 
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turns or sentences. They have been extensively investigated since the 1980s. The 

similar terminologies include cue phrases, clue words, discourse connectives and 

discourse particles (Hirschberg & Litmaw, 1993). Most of the previous studies agree 

that discourse markers are able to mark discourse structures. For example, the use of 

“but” at the beginning of turns in conversation may indicate topic or sub-topic shift 

(McCarthy, 2000). Therefore, their occurrences can help the audiences comprehending 

the content by indicating the shift of topic (Schiffrin, 1987). 

As to the subcategories of discourse markers, Schiffrin (1987) has divided them 

into four kinds of lexical expressions—conjunction, interjections, adverbs and lexical 

phrases. Similarly, Fraser (1999) also asserts that discourses markers can belong to 

different syntactic classes, such as connectives, adverbs, and prepositional phrases. In 

terms of positions, discourse markers can be further divided into two types. Some 

occur at the beginning of a discourse unit yet some at the end. At the semantic level, 

they help the narrators establish coherence; at the discourse level, they segment 

discourse into several components. Therefore, the cohesive devices can not only 

denote coherence but also function as markers indicating the demarcation of units. 

With regard to Mandarin Chinese, markers used to signal boundaries include 

connectives, anaphoric variants, topic shift fillers and sentence-final particles. In 

addition to these markers, we suggest adding shot shift, since visual image plays an 
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important role in broadcast news. We will introduce these boundary markers in the 

order above. First, concerning connectives, Yu (1990) has conducted a thorough study 

on the discourse function of connectives as well as the correlation of connectives and 

anaphora in written narratives. She discovers that four types of connectives—additives, 

adversatives, causal-effects and temporals are able to mark discourse segments of 

different levels. Simply stated, different types of connectives tend to occur at different 

unit boundaries. Additives usually connect micro-structures which are related to one 

topic. Adversatives, however, frequently connect two topics each of which has its own 

topic. Therefore, the presence of adversatives may denote the topic is shifted. 

Causal-effects can function as global markers and local markers. Similarly, temporals 

can also indicate macro-structure as well as micro-structure. 

 Chen (1990) compares the cohesive devices in spoken and written narrative. She 

finds that contrajunctions such as raner 然而 ‘yet,’ bugo 不過 ‘but,’ and 

meixiangdao 沒想到 ‘unexpectedly’ can serve to signal a new topic. Besides, 

contrajunctive expressions which indicate the meaning of opposition such as 

shishisang 事實上 ‘in fact,’ qishi 其實 ‘in fact,’ and xiangfande 相反的 ‘in 

contrast’ are also able to start a new topic. 

Qin (1998) analyzes the narrative structures in spoken Mandarin and finds some 

correlations between the discourse markers and the six components of a narrative. In 
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her data, the utterance-initial particle na 那 is the most prevalent discourse marker, 

which is able to mark orientation, complicating action, and evaluation. Discourse 

markers such as houlai 後來 ‘then,’ keshi 可是 ‘but,’ and yinwei 因為 ‘because’ 

often precede orientation. The successive events are usually connected by ranhou 然

後 ‘and then,’ houlai 後來 ‘then,’ and jieguo 結果 ‘as a result.’ Evaluation often 

begins with markers such as jieguo 結果 ‘as a result,’ houlai 後來 ‘then’ and suoyi 

所以 ‘so.’ As to coda, it is predominately marked by suoyi 所以 ‘so.’ 

In addition to connectives, anaphora is also a good indicator of topic shift. 

According to Givon (1983)’s Iconicity principle, if a topic or referent is discontinuous 

or less accessible, a referential form with more coding materials is chosen to make the 

topic more informative. On the other hand, if a topic or referent is continuous or 

accessible, a referential form with less coding materials will be used. With regard to 

Mandarin Chinese, Li (1985, as cited in Yu, 1990) has also done a thorough study on 

the three variants of anaphora. According to her categorization, full NPs, pronouns and 

zero anaphora are the morphological variants of anaphora and they are related to 

discourse units at different levels. Full NPs tend to occur at the beginning of a larger 

unit and can progress the story line. Pronouns mark the beginning of a smaller unit like 

a topic chain with minor break in continuity. Zero is an internal tie which connects two 

closely related clauses. Therefore, the presence of full NPs and pronouns indicates the 
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topic is switched. 

The third category of boundary marker is topic shift fillers, including hao 好 

‘okay,’ er 而 ‘and/but,’ name 那麼 ‘then,’ and zhege 這個 ‘this.’ Previous studies 

on hao 好 ‘okay’ (Miracle, 1991; Wang, 2001, 2005) examine both its literal 

meanings and discourse functions. The researchers agree that in addition to expressing 

the meaning of “good,” “fine,” “nice,” and “okay,” hao 好 can serve as a discourse 

marker. It signals the closure of the previous unit and the transition to the new topics at 

the textual level of discourse (Wang, 2005). As to er 而 ‘and/but,’ name 那麼 ‘then,’ 

and zhege 這個 ‘this,’ they have similar functions. Er, 而 ‘and/but’ can denote 

additive, adversative, and causal-conditional. Besides, it is able to serve as a topic shift 

point (Chen, 1990; Hong, 2008). These topic shift fillers are often viewed as a 

mechanism for the speakers to earn more processing time as the topics shift. Thus, the 

presence of topic shift fillers is a possible indicator of topic changes. 

The fourth boundary marker is sentence-final particle, which is also termed as yu 

qi chi 語氣詞 ‘mood words’, including la, 啦, ne 呢, o 喔, a 啊, ma 嗎, ba 吧, etc. 

They mainly occur in informal context and function as expressing speakers’ emotions 

and attitudes (Li, 1999). Traditional research often lists the meanings of sentence-final 

particles by offering examples (Diao, 2000; Tsai, 2002, cited in Wu, 2006). However, 

in a thorough examination of sentence-final particles, many researchers (Li, 1999; Hu, 
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1993, cited in Wu, 2006; Wu, 2006) point out that the inferred meanings of 

sentence-final particles are actually a combination of the propositions of the whole 

sentence, intonation and the context. Li (1999) further suggests that the meaning of 

sentence-final particles is general. The specific meanings are derived in different 

context7. The indexical function suggests that sentential-final particles should be 

treated as discourse markers. For example, la 啦 in Taiwanese usually occurs at the 

end of a discourse unit of a larger level, such as the changes of topics. 

The last type of boundary marker is shot shift. According to Montgomery (2007), 

there is nearly a 50% correspondence between shot boundaries and clause/sentence 

boundaries. The results may infer that there is a correlation between shot shift and 

discourse segments because the propositions coded in clauses/sentences are matched 

with relevant scenes. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that shot shift goes with the shift 

of topics and accordingly serves as indicators of topic switching. 

Based on the previous studies, we have learned that sentence-final particles, 

connectives, anaphoric variants, topic shift filler and shot shift are able to indicate the 

boundary of a discourse unit. Sentence-final particles often occur in informal context 

or conversation. Accordingly, they are less likely to be found in a formal genre like 

                                                
7
 Li’s (1999) analysis on la 啦 in Taiwanese provides us a good example. She mentions that la 啦 in

緊吃啦 denotes the meaning of “impatient” and “friendly” in the contexts where a mother talking to her 
son who is going to be late for school and where a host talking to his or her guest, respectively. 
Therefore, la 啦 has a general meaning. The specific meanings, such as “impatient” and “friendly” will 
be divided when la 啦 is used in different contexts. 
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broadcast news. However, we found only a few sentence-final particles, including la

啦, o 喔 and ne 呢 in our data, most of which are in news kernel and produced by 

some anchors. Thus, we will exclude sentence-final particles in the present study. 

Connectives, which help topic shifts more smoothly, are good indicators of discourse 

units in narratives. They are also commonly seen in broadcast news, which usually 

covers a series of events happening at different times, locations and involving different 

persons. Besides, anaphoric variants, which are able to signal the discourse units of 

different level, are as well useful indicators, because the focus of broadcast news is 

human beings. Topic shift fillers are very likely to occur, especially in news kernel. 

Shot shift, the distinctive feature of broadcast news, is also used as an indicator. Thus, 

in the present study, we will use connectives, anaphoric variants, topic shift fillers, and 

shot shift as the boundary markers and see their relationship with discourse units. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

METHODOLGY 

In this chapter, data collection and description, transcription conventions and 

analytical framework will be presented. Section 3.1 presents the data collection and 

description. Section 3.2 presents the transcription convention. Section 3.3 introduces 

the framework concerning the structure of a broadcast news item as well as the 

potential boundary markers of each structure. Section 3.4 offers an example to 

illustrate how the model operates. 

 

3.1 Data Collection and Description 

 The data presented in this thesis were twenty-five pieces of news, recorded from 

television news programs in Taiwan8. The channels were evenly distributed to reduce 

idiosyncrasy, since each news organization may set its own prescriptions. Besides, the 

genders of the news presenters, eight females and seven males, are also evenly 

distributed in avoidance of gender differences. In regard to the subject matter, only 

damage and criminal news are taken into consideration in that they occupy the highest 

percentage (i.e., one-fifth) of a broadcast news section in Taiwan (Niu, 2006). Besides, 

they are more akin to personal oral narratives, as defined by Labov and Waltezky 

                                                
8
 The channels include: Era-News (年代), ET-Today (東森), CTI (中天), FTV (民視), SET (三立), 

TVBS, TTV (台視), CTV (中視) and CTS (華視). The previous six channels are 24-hour television 
news channels and the last three are cable TV channels. The inclusion of the previous six channels is 
because they are professional news channels (Cai, 2006) and are probably the main source from which 
the major population receives new information. The last three are included because they provide 
scheduled news sections for those who do not have access to satellite channels. 
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(1975) in that both of them cover a series of events, resulting in some reportable 

damages or casualties. Their background information is given in Table 1. 

Table 1 The information of the twenty-five pieces of news 

No. Data types Channel 
Reporting date  

and time 

Allotted 

time 

Anchor’s 

gender 

1.  Murder SET 2/15; 18:00 2’27’’ F 

2.  Murder Era-NEWS 1/14; 18:00 1’46’’ F 

3.  Murder ET Today 4/24; 00:00 1’48’’ M 

4.  Murder CTI 5/6; 11:00 1’53’’ M 

5.  Suicide CTI 1/18; 18:00 1’48’’ F 

6.  Suicide CTV 2/22;19:00 1’15’’ F 

7.  Accident TVBS 4/27; 12:00 1’39’’ M 

8.  Accident TVBS 12/31; 19:00 2’25’’ F 

9.  Car accident SET 1/11;11:00 1’20’’ F 

10.  Car accident TTV 2/29; 19:00 1’19’’ F 

11.  Car accident  Era-NEWS 5/18; 08:00 1’07’’ M 

12.  Robbery CTV 4/23; 00:00 1’28’’ M 

13.  Robbery CTV 4/21; 00:00  1’26’’ M 

14.  Robbery CTS 1/26; 19:00 1’18” M 

15.  Abduct ET Today 1/29; 19:00 2’22’’ F 

16.  Fire Era-NEWS 12/31; 13:00 1’42’’ F 

17.  Fire ET Today 2/19; 20:00 2’16’’ F 

18.  Fire CTS 5/9; 19:00 1’07’’ M 

19.  Fraud CTS 2/20; 11:00 1’19’’ F 

20.  Arson CTI 4/30; 8:00 1’03’’ M 

21.  Shipwreck FTV 1/16; 19:00 1’20’’ F 

22.  Arrest TTV 2/29; 18:00 1’21’’ F 

23.  Harm FTV 5/6; 09:00 1’35’’ M 

24.  Explosion SET 5/9; 08:00 1’35’’ M 

25.  Illegal launching FTV 5/6; 09:00 1’26’’ M 

The topics of the 25 pieces of news include murder, suicide, accident, car accident, 

robbery, abduction, fire, fraud, arson, shipwreck, arrest, harm, explosions and illegal 

launching to make our data more diverse. Each topic was originally designed to 
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contain two or more pieces of news, but due to the limited time, the last seven topics 

only contain one piece of news, respectively. Besides, each channel donated two or 

three news items. The recording time is aimed at morning, noon, evening and midnight. 

As for the length of a piece of news, each piece of news is one min and 37 sec on 

average. News kernels are 24 sec in length and news report 73 sec in length, which is 

three times the length of news kernel. 

 

3.2 Transcription Conventions 

 TV news, though written in advance, is presented in spoken form. It is tactically 

designed to sound as natural as speech (Cotter, 2001). Therefore, it exhibits the 

characteristics of ordinary speech, such as pauses, rising, falling and level intonations. 

We adopted Du Bois et al.’s (1993) transcription conventions for ordinary speech. 

Under the transcription conventions, “speech is segmented into intonation units (IU),” 

defined as “a stretch of speech under a single coherent intonation contour.” Its 

boundary is commonly marked by four features: 1) pitch reset: the pitch value of a 

new prosodic unit is usually higher than that of the previous one; 2) pause: an IU 

usually ends with a longer pause; 3) lengthening: the final syllable of an IU is usually 

lengthened; and 4) speech rate alternation: the speech rate is slow at the end of an IU 

but is fast at the beginning of the next IU. In the present study, the acoustic features to 

be transcribed are simplified and are inclusive of only pause and intonation. Aside 
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from acoustic features, because shot shift is considered to be related to event shift 

(Montgomery, 2007), we also mark it in our text. All of the transcription symbols are 

listed in Table 2. 

Table 2 Transcription symbols 

Features Symbols 

Pause9 1) Long: …(N) 

2) Short: .. 

Intonation 1) Rising pitch: / 

2) Falling pitch: \ 

3) Level pitch:_ 

Shot shift > 

 

3.3 Analytical Framework 

Concerning the discourse structure of TV news, we chose the narrative approach 

as our framework for two main reasons: 1) TV news shares similar structural elements 

with narratives, and 2) these elements are presented in a canonical way as oral 

narratives. Among the narrative approaches, we mainly followed Montgomery’s (2007) 

and Labov and Waltezky’s (1975) models. To begin with, we took Montgomery’s 

(2007) observations on the overall structure of broadcast news as our model, in which 

a broadcast news item is composed of an obligatory news kernel and a succeeding 

news body. A news kernel is a summary of the whole news story (“in a nutshell”). The 

news body, on the other hand, clarifies and adds details to the news story. Nevertheless, 

                                                
9 In Du Bois et al.’s (1993) framework, pauses are categorized into long, medium and short. Long 
pauses are beyond 0.6 seconds, medium ones are between 0.6 and 0.3 seconds, and short ones are below 
0.3 seconds. However, in broadcast news, which is so constricted in time span, long pauses are seldom 
found. Thus, we divide pauses into only long and short ones. Long pauses are beyond 0.3 seconds and 
short ones are below 0.3 seconds. Besides, in the transcription symbol for long pause, the N in the 
parenthesis stands for seconds. 
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Montgomery’s study does not elaborate on the components of the two macrostructures. 

To solve this problem, we adopted Labov and Waltezky’s (1975) analysis of narratives. 

In their framework, a narrative consists of abstract, orientation, complicating actions, 

evaluation, resolution and coda. These elements are also found in news. Yet some of 

the terms and definitions are modified. First, the abstract in Labov and Waltezky’s 

(1975) framework is roughly equal to the opening phrases in a news kernel. Like the 

abstract, the opening phrases in a news kernel serve as a prelude to the upcoming news. 

Its major function is to attract the audience’s interest in the news story. Orientation is 

usually combined with the first event of the complicating actions, so we take it as 

“oriented event 1.” Complicating actions are concerned with what happens in the news, 

so we replace it with “main news events.” Resolution is replaced by “follow-ups,” 

since news is an on-going story and often presents the latest development instead of 

the final result, as the event has usually not yet ended. Evaluation remains the same as 

it is in narratives. The types of coda differ greatly between broadcast news and 

narratives. In narratives, codas are usually a few words or sentences concluding the 

whole event or series of events. In broadcast news, however, news items always end 

with a routine formula covering channel names, journalists’ identities and reporting 

locations. Thus, we replace the term coda with “routine ending.” Besides the elements 

abovementioned, after analyzing the data, we added one news-specific category in the 
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present study, the event scene presentation in the news body. The unit is characterized 

as presenting newsworthy or shocking scenes and is always placed at the beginning of 

the news body to catch the audience’s attention (Yang, 2006). 

Thus, in our framework, a news item consists of seven parts in total: opening and 

abstract of news story in news kernel, and event scene presentation, main news events, 

follow-ups, evaluation and routine ending in the news body. The opening manages the 

discourse relationships between news items, and specifies the logical or sequential 

relationship between successive news. Abstract of the news story summarizes the 

whole news story. The event scene presentation, the added news-specific category, is 

optional, showing the most impressive or newsworthy scenes to attract the audiences’ 

attention (Thompson, 2005; Chang, 2007; Yang, 2006). Next to event scene 

presentation are the main news events. This section presents the news story thoroughly. 

Its background information is always fused with the first event, so we take the first 

event as an oriented one. Next to the main news events are the follow-ups. In fact, this 

section supplements any other less relevant events. The majority of them take place 

after the main news events. They explain the present investigation result and how the 

authorities are going to solve the case. Investigation results serve as a possible 

explanation for why the main news events have taken place. Next to the follow-ups is 

an optional evaluation. It may form a separate unit or closely adhere to the follow-ups. 
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The final section is a routine ending, indicating the television channel, journalists’ 

identity and location. 

Based on Montgomery’s and Labov and Waltezky’s observations, the structure of 

broadcast news is illustrated in Figure 1. 

News Kernel 

 

 

 

News Body 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 The discourse structure of broadcast news 

As Figure 1 demonstrates, a broadcast news item is composed of a news kernel and 

news body, each of which is further divided into smaller units. The news kernel is 

composed of an opening and abstract of the news story. The news body consists of 
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event scene presentation, main news events, follow-ups, evaluation and routine ending. 

In total, there are seven smaller units. Each of the seven units has a different focus and 

thus differs in its contents; therefore, we expect that they are marked by different 

boundary markers. 

   In the present study, these boundaries are divided into three levels according to the 

size of the structure. Level 1 is the most global level, including the markers for the 

beginnings of the news kernel and news body. Level 2 includes the markers occurring 

at the shift of intermediate structures under the news kernel and news body. Level 3, 

the most local one, includes the markers for the transitions of events within the 

abstract, event scene presentation, and main news events as well as follow-up sections.  

In evaluating possible boundary markers of the structures at different levels, Level 

1 includes the beginning of the news kernel and news body (i.e., opening and event 

scene presentation or main news events). The opening signals the completion of a 

previous news item and then introduces a new one10. Therefore, the corresponding 

boundary markers are expected to show the logical relationship of two successive 

news items. The possible boundary markers are listed below. 

1. Shot shift: Routinely, the beginning of every news item is marked by shot shift. 

                                                
10

 Yet, we need to note that the opening section is not required. From time to time, news kernels 
directly present evaluative comments on the following news and abstracts of news story without any 
opening. In the previous situation, the news kernel is considered to be marked by shot shift only. In the 
latter case, we will take such kind of news kernel as Level 2 boundary markers when we discuss the 
markers for abstracts of news story sections. 
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The shot is switched from the opening of the news program or the news field of the 

previous news to the anchor. 

2. Topic shift fillers: Topic shift fillers may be hao 好 ‘okay’ and er 而 ‘and/but.’ 

Hao 好 ‘okay’ indicates the completion of a prior unit as well as the beginning of 

a following unit (Miracle, 1991; Wang, 2005), so does er 而 ‘and/but,’ which 

works as an indicator of the shift of topics. 

3. Connectives: Connectives occurring here are mainly additives, adversatives and 

temporals. They denote the logical and sequential relationship of two news items. 

Additives, such as lingwai 另外 ‘in addition,’ signal the addition of another piece 

of news. Adversatives like dan 但 ‘however’ show that the contents of two news 

items are contrasted. Temporals, like shouxian 首先 ‘at first’ and jiexialai 接下

來 ‘subsequently’ do not function as advancing the story-line of the present news 

item; instead, they indicate the chronological progression of news items. 

Besides, in our data, we found after the markers often come in an inviting phrase 

or an evaluative comment. Inviting phrases include (women) laikan (我們)來看 ‘let’s 

take a look at,’ or women dai ning laikan de shi 我們帶您來看的是 ‘what we are 

going to show you is….’ They prepare the audience to receive a new news item. As for 

the evaluative comment, it arouses the audiences’ curiosity about what happened. The 

boundary markers (i.e., shot and speaker shift, connectives and topic shift fillers) often 
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co-occur with an inviting phrase or evaluative comment. The following excerpt may 

serve as an example. 

(2)  

1. Anchor: ..>而另外而另外而另外而另外我們再來看到的,_ 

2.     ..也是相當離奇的,_ 

    Anchor: Besides, what we are going to see is also very bizarre. 

 (#5, CTI) 

The news kernel begins with a topic shift filler er 而 ‘and/but’ plus an additive 

lingwai 另外 ‘in addition’ and a shift of shot and speaker. Following the two markers 

is an inviting phrase: women zailai kandao de 我們再來看到的 ‘what we are going 

to see’ and an evaluative comment: yeshi xiangdang liqi de 也是相當離奇的 ‘is also 

very bizarre.’ In this case, we treat the beginning of the news as triply marked. 

Another global boundary is the inception of the news body. As the framework in 

Figure 1 shows, the news body may begin with an event scene presentation, the 

authentic scene to prove the reliability of the news. From that moment, visual elements 

come to play an influential role. The journalists present the news by describing what is 

shown on the screen; therefore, many boundary markers at the beginning are 

referential forms or locative phrases. Referential forms definitely refer to the news 

characters on the screen, due to their descriptive nature. They are usually full NPs and 

modified NPs. Locative phrases, such as anfaxianchang 案發現場 ‘the crime scene,’ 

introduce the audiences to the background scene against which the event takes place. 
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However, we need to note that event scene presentation is not required; at times, the 

main news events are presented at the very beginning of the news body. In such cases, 

we categorize boundary markers of main news events as Level 2 markers. 

Level 2 includes the shift of the intermediate structures under the news kernel and 

news body. The news kernel consists of the opening and abstract of the news story. 

After the opening, the abstract of the news is brought into the discourse. Therefore, 

basic background information, including location, news characters and time are 

supposed to be provided at the beginning. The corresponding boundary markers may 

include locative phrases, referential forms and temporals. Besides, topic shift fillers, 

such as name 那麼 ‘then’ and zhegeshi 這個是 ‘this is’ are also taken as possible 

boundary markers to mark the beginning of an abstract of the news story. 

However, in some cases, the beginning of the abstract of the news story takes place 

in the same IU with opening, for at times the opening is merely a single word like a 

connective or topic shift filler. In this case, we take the first information concerning 

the news story as the beginning of the abstract of the news. The following example 

illustrates the point. 

(3) 

1. Anchor:  ..>另外在嘉義縣的中埔鄉一處民宅在嘉義縣的中埔鄉一處民宅在嘉義縣的中埔鄉一處民宅在嘉義縣的中埔鄉一處民宅,_ 

2.     ..今天也傳出大火.\ 

Anchor: Besides, a fire took place at a residence in Zhongpu County, Jiayi. 

(#18, CTS) 

Opening 

Abstract of the news story 
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In (3), the additive lingwai 另外 ‘in addition’ is a Level 1 marker, which signals the 

addition of a new news item. The subsequent locative zai jiayixian de zhongpuxiang 

在嘉義縣的中埔鄉 ‘in Zhongpu County, Jiayi,’ and the indefinite NP yichu minzhai 

一處民宅 ‘a residence’ together introduce the location and referent of the news story 

into the discourse. Thus, we take the two markers as Level 2 markers marking the 

inception of the abstract of the news story. 

Another group of boundaries at Level 2 are those of the intermediate structures in 

the news body, including the beginning of the main news events, follow-ups, 

evaluation and routine ending. The types of linguistic markers to mark them differ. 

First, the complete news story is only presented along with the main news. Therefore, 

the main news events will start with an oriented event. The two most frequently 

provided background information details concern time and news characters. Therefore, 

temporals, especially those pinpointing the exact time, are very likely to appear here. 

Also, we find referential forms like full NPs and modified full NPs. Simultaneously, 

since there is a drastic difference in the content of the event scene presentation and the 

main news events, the shot is very likely to shift. 

Follow-ups cover any events happening after the main news events. The majority 

of them show the investigation results (or inferred causes) and the actions to be taken 

later. In our data, the investigation results are often led by a reporting verb plus the 
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sources, such as genju liaojie 根據了解 ‘according to the sources,’ or causatives such 

as youyu 由於 ‘because.’ Regarding the subsequent actions, the boundary markers 

may include full NPs, connectives or a shift of speakers. Full NPs are often used to 

refer to a few limited people, including police officers, rescuers and investigators.  

 Evaluation, if there is any, may be either separated from follow-ups or adhere to 

them. In the latter case, no clear boundary markers are identified. For the separable 

ones, two subtypes can be distinguished. First, they may be contrastive events to the 

main news events. The contrastive event usually concerns the participants’ previous 

experiences. Thus, it is often marked by a referential form. For example, in a piece of 

news that concerns a woman committing suicide due to her husband’s betrayal, the 

evaluation section tells the audiences that the couple once led a happy life. Let’s 

observe the following example. 

(4) 

32. Reporter:  ..>結婚六年的夫妻兩人原本結婚六年的夫妻兩人原本結婚六年的夫妻兩人原本結婚六年的夫妻兩人原本幸福美滿,_ 

33.     ..沒有想到愛情的難解習題打開不了心中的結,_ 

34.     ..讓雙方家屬,_ 

35.     ..無盡感慨.\ 

Reporter: The couple, married for six years, once led a happy life. However, they are 

unable to solve the tangle of love. It has made the relatives of the couple very sad. 

(#6, CTV) 

The evaluation begins with a full NP modified by a relative clause jiehun liunian de 

fuqi lianren 結婚六年的夫妻兩人 ‘the couple, married for six years.’ In addition to 

the referential form, the temporal yuanben 原本 ‘once,’ brings the audience back to 
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the time when the couple was happy. 

Another kind of separable evaluation conveys how news characters’ actions 

influence other participants. Therefore, full NPs are mostly about the participants’ 

actions, like ta de jianyiyongwei 他的見義勇為 ‘his courageous deed,’ and then 

reporters instantly state other people’s comments on it. For the evaluations closely 

adhering to the follow-ups, we still see them as distinct from follow-ups, for their 

functions differ. There would be no clear boundary markers for such kinds of 

evaluative comments. Let’s take the following excerpt as an example. 

(5)  

35. Reporter: ..根據瞭解,_ 

36.    ..這兩名駕駛是為了要閃避違規的逆向來車,_ 

37.    ..才會墜落山谷,_ 

38.    ..兩人在墜落山谷後,_ 

39.    ..意識還是很清醒,_ 

40.    ..只有臉部受到擦傷,_ 

41.    ..是不幸中的大幸是不幸中的大幸是不幸中的大幸是不幸中的大幸.\ 

42.     ...(.5)年代新聞,_ 

43.     ..台東,_ 

44.     ..綜合報導.\ 

Reporter: “After the two people fell into the valley, they were still conscious. Fortunately, 

they only hurt their faces.” (Car accident, Era News, Taitung, synthesized) 

(#11, Era News) 

In the example, the news ends with an evaluative comment on the result of the car 

accident shi buxing zhong de dashing 是不幸中的大幸 ‘fortunately.’ Apparently, no 

explicit linguistic marker is used to signal the evaluative comment. Besides, after 

examining visual and vocal indicators, no significant boundary was found. Thus, the 

Follow-ups 

Routine ending 

Evaluation 
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evaluative comment is considered to be unmarked. 

Routine ending is the last macrostructure under news body. Conventionally, it 

shows the television channels, journalists’ identities and reporting locations. In our 

data, most cases are not marked by explicit linguistic markers. The demarcation is 

usually only labeled by longer pauses. For example, in example (5), there is a clear 0.5 

second pause preceding the routine ending. 

 The boundaries at the most local level, i.e., Level 3, are those of the transition of 

events within abstract of the news story, event scene presentation, main news events 

and follow-up sections. The shift of events often implies an evident change in 

participants, actions and time. Accordingly, the potential boundary markers include: 

shot shift, referential forms, and connectives. To begin with, because broadcast news is 

basically a commentary on pictures, i.e., the voice-overs theoretically correspond to 

the scenes, as long as the events change, the scene is very likely to shift accordingly. 

Thus, the shot boundaries coinciding with IUs boundaries will be taken as possible 

boundary markers. 

The second group of boundary markers is referential forms. In the present study,  

the referential forms are classified into three categories based on the criteria of topic 

continuity: 1) pronouns, 2) full NPs, and 3) modified full NPs11. Pronouns occur at the 

                                                
11 According to Li’s (1985, cited in Yu, 1990) categorization, referential variants include zero anaphora, 
pronouns, and full NPs. In the present study, we did not show the number of zero anaphora because 1) 
the frequency of zero anaphora is rather low in our data, and 2) our focus is boundary markers. 
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beginning positions of intermediate units whose continuity is slightly damaged. Full 

NPs here stand for nouns alone, without any modifiers or qualifiers. Modified NPs 

cover the nouns modified by adjectives, a possessive or relative clause preceding them 

and indefinite NPs preceded by you 有 ‘have.’ These referential variants always hint 

discontinuity of the discourse, i.e., topic shift. 

The last group of boundary marker is connectives, including adversatives, 

temporals and causals12. Adversatives like danshi 但是, buguo 不過 ‘but’ as well as 

meixiangdao 沒想到 ‘unexpectedly’ usually connect two topic chains which have 

different participants and temporal settings. Temporals set the time frame for the 

following topic. They are realized in different forms at different positions. For 

example, the beginning event of the main news events may be marked by a temporal 

explicating the time, such as lingchen liandian 凌晨兩點 ‘2 a.m.’ The subsequent 

events, on the other hand, are marked by sequential temporals such as bujio 不久 ‘by 

and by,’ jieshialai 接下來 ‘subsequently,’ and dangshi 當時 ‘at that time.’ The final 

event tends to be marked by conclusive temporals like zhongyu 終於 ‘finally.’ 

Regarding causals, such as youyu 由於 ‘because,’ they may mark a larger as well as a 

smaller unit13. 

 
                                                
12 In fact, they are often followed by nominal forms which refer to newly introduced or reintroduced 
referents.  
13 To determine whether it is a global marker, we will verify if it is followed by a nominal form. The 
causals followed by a nominal form will be considered as global markers. 
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3.4 Data analysis 

In this section, a piece of news is taken as an example to illustrate how the model 

is used to analyze the data. The chosen news concerns a Panamanian cargo ship 

damaged on its way to Mainland China, resulting in fourteen crew members missing. 

It was reported by a female anchor for FTV Evening News on 1/16, 2008 and its 

length was 1 minute and 20 seconds. 

First of all, the news item is segmented into 31 IUs in all. Next, the news item was 

divided into several units, as (6) shows. 

(6) 

1. Anchor: ..>好好好好,_ 

2.    ..再來再來再來再來看兩起海上的意外,_ 

3.    ..先來先來先來先來看到這兩天外海的風浪相當大.\ 

4.    ..那麼有一艘載原木的貨輪那麼有一艘載原木的貨輪那麼有一艘載原木的貨輪那麼有一艘載原木的貨輪,_ 

5.    ..因為船艙破洞,_ 

6.    ..進水沉船,_ 

7.    ..那麼再加上本身載的就是原木._ 

8.    ..所以所以所以所以加速了沉船的速度,_ 

9.    ..19 個船員個船員個船員個船員受難,_ 

10.    ..救起了 5 個,_ 

11.    ..到現在為止到現在為止到現在為止到現在為止還有 14 個,_ 

12.    ...(.5)下落不明.\ 

13. Reporter: ..>海上海上海上海上風浪越來越大,_ 

14.    ..直升機直升機直升機直升機採吊掛式將兩名在海上載浮載沉的船員救起.\ 

15.     ..>直升機降落在屏東空軍機場,_ 

16.     ..>被救起的兩名船員被救起的兩名船員被救起的兩名船員被救起的兩名船員意識清楚,_ 

17.    ..不過表情還是相當驚恐.\ 

18.    …(.6)>這兩名在海上漂流將近十小時的船員這兩名在海上漂流將近十小時的船員這兩名在海上漂流將近十小時的船員這兩名在海上漂流將近十小時的船員生命跡象穩定,_ 

19.    ..>不過有嚴重失溫的情形,_ 

20.    ..回想當時遇難的情況還是心有餘悸.\ 

21. Crew:  ..>風浪風浪風浪風浪很大上下晃,_ 

Opening 

Abstract of news story 

Event scene 

presentation 

News kernel 

News body 
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22.    ..發生的很快.\ 

23. Reporter: ..>16 號凌晨兩點左右號凌晨兩點左右號凌晨兩點左右號凌晨兩點左右,_ 

24.    ..這艘巴拿馬籍貨輪這艘巴拿馬籍貨輪這艘巴拿馬籍貨輪這艘巴拿馬籍貨輪從馬來西亞前往中國途中,_ 

25.    ..疑似風浪太大船艙進水>沉船,_ 

26.    ..船上載的原木又加快>沉船的速度.\ 

27.    ..有兩名船員第一時間有兩名船員第一時間有兩名船員第一時間有兩名船員第一時間先被國外貨輪救起,_ 

28.     ..不過目前還有不過目前還有不過目前還有不過目前還有 14 名船員下落不明,_ 

29.    ..救難人員救難人員救難人員救難人員還在持續搜救和時間賽跑.\ 

30.     …(.6)民視新聞南部,_ 

31.    ..綜合報導.\  

Anchor: Okay. Subsequently let’s take a look at two accidents happening at sea. First,  

the wind on the sea has been strong lately. There is a cargo ship which was 

carrying logs that sank because of cracks below the waterline. Making the matter 

worse, the logs in the cargo accelerated the sinking rate. In all, nineteen crew 

members plunged into the sea. Five were rescued and fourteen of them were still 

missing. 

Reporter: The wind and waves in the sea are getting stronger and stronger. The helicopter 

rescued two crew members floating on the sea. The helicopter landed at the air 

force’s airport in Pingdong. The two crew members are still awake, but their 

expressions show that they are still terrified. The two crew members, having 

floated on the sea for nearly ten hours are in stable condition, but they are 

suffering from severe hyperthermia due to the cold water temperature. Recalling 

the situation when the ship was broken, their fear is still evident. 

Crew:   The waves were big. The cargo swung up and down. It happened too fast. 

Reporter: Around two a.m. on the sixteenth, a Panamanian cargo ship sailed from  

Malaysia to mainland China. The hull cracked and the sea water flowed 

into it. The accident probably occurred because the wind and waves were 

too strong. The shifting logs in the cargo then accelerated the sinking rate. 

Two crew members were immediately rescued by a foreign cargo ship. 

However, so far, fourteen crew members are still missing. Rescuers are 

still trying their best to find them. (Shipwreck, FTV news, Southern 

Taiwan, synthesized.)   

As example (6) shows, the news item is divided into the news kernel (IUs 1-12) and 

news body (IUs 13-31). The news kernel is further divided into the opening (IUs 1-3) 

and abstract of the news story (IUs 4-12). The news body is subdivided into event 

Main news events 

Follow-ups 

Routine Ending 
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scene presentation (IUs 13-22), main news events (IUs 23-26), follow-ups (IUs 27-29) 

and routine ending (IUs 30-31). We will discuss the boundary markers of the three 

levels in news kernel and news body respectively. 

The news kernel starts by an opening (IUs 1-3). The topic shift filler hao 好 

‘okay’ is the marker of Level 1, signaling the completion of the prior news item and 

the transition to the present one. Then, the following two temporals zailai 再來 

‘subsequently’ and xianlai 先來 ‘first’ help the anchor manage her ideas when 

presenting a succession of news items. Therefore, the boundary is considered marked 

by both a topic shift filler hao 好 ‘okay’ and two temporals zailai 再來 

‘subsequently’ and xianlai 先來 ‘first.’ Boundary markers of Level 2 in the news 

kernel are the markers indicating the beginning of the abstract of the news story. In the 

news, the abstract of the news story (IUs 4 to 12) is initiated by a topic shift filler 

name 那麼 ‘then,’ which is followed by an existential you-sentence (i.e., you 有 

‘have’ + indefinite NP) you yisao zai yuenmu de huolun 有一艘載原木的貨輪 ‘there 

is a cargo ship carrying logs.’ The presence of the existential you-sentence is an 

indicator of the inception of a new topic because the structure always introduces new 

information into the discourse. 

The abstract of the news story can be further subdivided into three units (IUs 4-8; 

IUs 9-10; IUs 11-12). The first one talks about the sinking. It is led by the Level 2 
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markers name 那麼 ‘then’ and you yisao zai yuenmu de huolun 有一艘載原木的貨

輪 ‘there is a cargo ship carrying logs.’ The other two units (IUs 9-10 and IUs 11-12) 

are marked by Level 3 markers: the full NP shijiu ge chuanyuen 十九個船員 

‘nineteen crew members’ in IU 9, the temporal dao muqian weizhi 到目前為止 ‘so 

far,’ and the existential you-sentence haiyou 還有 ‘still have’ in IU 11. The full NP 

indicates the topic shifting from the cargo to the crew members and the temporal 

signals the time frame has switched from then to the present time. 

In addition to the markers signaling the event shifts within the abstract, a great 

number of markers are found preceding nearly all IUs within the first event (IUs 4-8). 

IU 5 is preceded by a causal yingwei 因為 ‘because,’ IU 7 by a topic shift filler name 

那麼 ‘then,’ and IU 8 by a causal souyi 所以 ‘so.’ After the news kernel comes the 

news body. It presents an event scene presentation (IUs 13 to 22) in the first place and 

is marked by two types of Level 1 boundary markers: the shift of shots from the 

anchor to the sea and the locative phrase haishang 海上 ‘on the sea’ in IU 13. The 

event scene presentation is constituted by four smaller units. The first event (IUs 13-15) 

is about the rescue action and is led by two Level 1 markers haishang 海上 ‘on the 

sea’ and the shot shift. After the introduction of location, the appearance of the full NP 

zhishengji 直升機 ‘helicopter’ in IU 14 signals the launch of the rescue action14. The 

                                                
14

 The full NP 直升機 ‘helicopter’ in IU 14 repeats itself in the right next IU. In spite of the occurrence 
of the full NP, we still take IU 15 as part of the first event, because it is still concerned with the 
helicopter. The repetition of the helicopter can be explained by the influence of the scene. As the data 
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second unit (IUs 16-17) portrays the two rescued but terrified crew members on the 

screen. It is marked by two Level 3 markers: a shift of shot from the airport to the 

crews’ weary faces and a full NP modified by a relative clause bei jiuqi de liangming 

chuanyuan 被救起的兩名船員 ‘the two rescued crew members.’ The third unit 

(IUs18-20) concerns their physical condition. It is also marked by two Level 3 markers: 

a shift of shot from the crews’ exhausted expressions to the rescuers helping them to 

an ambulance plus a definite full NP modified by a relative clause zhe liang ming zai 

haishang piaolliu jiangjin shi xiao shi de chuanyuan 這兩名在海上漂流將近十小時

的船員 ‘the two crew members having floated on the sea for ten hours.’ The last unit 

(IUs 21-22) briefly talks about the unfolding process and is marked by a drastic shift 

of speakers from the journalist to the crew member. 

Just as the abstract in the news kernel is filled with markers even at Level 3, a 

great variety of markers are also discovered preceding nearly all IUs at Level 3 in the 

event scene presentation. IU 15 is led by a full NP zhishengji 直升機 ‘the helicopter,’ 

IUs 17 and 19 are respectively led by contrastives buguo 不過 ‘however.’ Similarly, 

the connectives are used to signal the logical relationships of two adjoining IUs. 

Then, the news moves on to the main news event, the sinking process. The typical 

boundary marker to mark the unit is temporal. In IU 23, the temporal shiliuhao 

                                                                                                                                        
show, three seconds of footage of the rescue action are played between IUs 14 and 15. Besides, the 
scene is switched from the sea to the airport. 
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lingchen liandian zuoyou 16號凌晨兩點左右 ‘around two a.m. on the sixteenth’ 

orients the audiences to the exact time at which the event takes place. Then a Level 3 

boundary marker, a definite and modified noun zhe sao banama ji huolun 這艘巴拿

馬籍貨輪 ‘this Panamanian cargo ship’ in IU 24 starts the description about the 

sinking process. IU 25 explains the possible reason for the sinking. IU 26 is led by 

another modified full NP chuanshang zai de yuenmu 船上載的原木 ‘the logs in the 

cargo’ and it supplements the extra information about the sinking process. 

The next section of the news body, the follow-ups (IUs 27-29), comprise three 

one-IU-long units. Each IU respectively updates the developments of the follow-ups. 

The first unit (IU 27) is marked by two Level 2 boundary markers: an existential 

you-sentence you lianming chuanyuan 有兩名船員 ‘two crew members’ plus a 

temporal diyishijian 第一時間 ‘immediately’ in IU 27. The two markers together 

signal the topic is shifting from the sinking ship to the situation of the crew members. 

The second unit (IU 28) is marked by three Level 3 markers: a contrastive buguo 不

過 ‘however,’ a temporal muqian 目前 ‘so far’ and an existential you-sentence 

haiyou shishiming chuanyuan 還有十四名船員 ‘there are still fourteen crew 

members.’ The third unit (IU 29) is led by a full NP jiunanrenyuan 救難人員 ‘the 

rescuers’ and describes the latest development of the rescue action. 

The other Level 2 boundary markers are those marking evaluation and the routine 
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ending. In the chosen news item on the shipwreck, however, no evaluative comments 

are found. Regarding the routine formula, it covers the name of the news organization 

ming shi xinwen 民視新聞 ‘FTV news’ the location where the news is gathered 

nanbu 南部 ‘Southern Taiwan’ and zhonghe baodao 綜合報導 ‘synthesized.’ The 

final section is neither marked by linguistic nor visual markers. Nevertheless, a 

comparatively longer pause is identified preceding it. 

 

3.5 Summary 

In this section, we have demonstrated how to calculate the boundary markers of 

the three levels. Level 1 boundary markers mark the inception of the news kernel and 

news body. In the news, the Level 1 markers used to mark the news kernel include shot 

shift, a topic shift filler hao 好 ‘okay,’ plus two temporals zailai 再來 ‘then,’ and 

xianlai 先來 ‘first.’ The three linguistic markers signal a logical relationship between 

the news items. The other Level 1 markers are those marking the news body, including 

shot shift plus a locative phrase haisang 海上 ‘on the sea.’ The locative phrase brings 

the audiences to the news field. 

Level 2 boundary markers are those marking the beginning of the abstract, main 

news events, follow-ups, evaluation and routine ending. The abstract of the news story 

section is marked by a topic shift filler name 那麼 ‘then’ plus an existential 
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you-sentence. The main news events section is marked by a temporal shiliuhao 

lingchen liandian zuoyou 16號凌晨兩點左右 ‘around two a.m. on the sixteenth.’ The 

follow-ups are marked by an existential-you sentence plus a temporal you lianming 

chuanyuan diyishijian 有兩名船員第一時間 ‘two crew members immediately.’ No 

evaluation is found in the news. The last section routine ending is marked a 

comparatively longer pause. 

Level 3 boundary markers mark the smaller units under abstracts, event scene 

presentation, main news events and follow-ups. There are seven Level 3 units in total 

(IUs 9-10; IUs 11-12; IUs 16-17; IUs 18-20; IUs 21-22; IU 28; IU 29). In the abstract, 

the Level 3 boundary markers include a full NP shijiu ge chuanyuen 十九個船員, 

‘nineteen crew members’ and a temporal dao muqian weizhi 到目前為止 ‘so far’ 

plus an existential you-sentence. In the news body, the Level 3 boundary markers are 

two modified full NPs: bei jiuqi de liangming chuanyuan 被救起的兩名船員 ‘the 

two rescued crew members’ and zhe liang ming zai haishang piaolliu jiangjin shi xiao 

shi de chuanyuan 這兩名在海上漂流將近十小時的船員 ‘the two crew members 

floated on the sea for ten hours,’ a shift of speaker from the journalist to the crew 

member, a contrastive plus a temporal and an existential you-sentence buguo muqian 

haiyou 不過目前還有 ‘however so far there are,’ and a full NP jiunanrenyuan 救難

人員 ‘the rescuers.’ 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 This chapter presents the main findings and discusses them in greater detail. 

Section 4.1 focuses on Level 1 markers, which signal the opening of the news kernel 

and news body. Section 4.2 presents Level 2 markers, which mark the abstract in the 

section of news kernel, main news events, follow-ups, evaluations and routine endings 

in the news body section. Section 4.3 focuses on Level 3 markers which indicate the 

shift of events within the abstract, event scene presentation, main news events and 

follow-ups. Section 4.4 summarizes this chapter. 

 

4.1 Level 1 Markers 

Level 1 boundary markers include the markers marking the news kernel and the 

news body. The amounts and types of the two global boundary markers will be 

discussed in section 4.1.1 and section 4.1.2, respectively. The characteristics of the two 

Level 1 markers are summarized in section 4.1.3. 

 

4.1.1 News kernel markers 

In this section, we will discuss the boundary markers of the beginning of the news 

kernel. As mentioned earlier in Chapter 3, the news kernel may begin with an optional 

opening. In our data, 22 news kernels have such openings while the remaining three 
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news kernels15 directly present the abstract without any opening. The amounts and 

types of markers for the opening section are shown in Table 3 below. 

Table 3  The boundary markers of news kernel (Level 1 boundary marker) 

Boundary markers N % 

1. Quadruply marked: 

(1) temporal + locative phrase + modified NP + shot shift and 

speaker shift16 

 

4 

 

16 

2. Triply marked: 

(1) topic shift filler + temporal + shot shift and speaker shift 

 

7 

 

28 

3. Doubly marked: 

(1) connectives  A. additive 

 

 

5 

1 

4 

 

20 

4 

16  

4. Singly marked (marked by only shot shift and speaker shift)                   4 16 

Total: 25 100 

As Table 3 shows, the amounts of markers range from one to four. The ranking of the 

amount is double marking (40%) > triple marking (28%) > quadruple marking (16%) 

and single marking (16%). Double marking comprises nearly two-fifths (40%) of the 

total combinations. The patterns include: additive, adversative or temporal, plus shot 

shift and speaker shift. There are five additives: one adversative and four temporals. 

Additives include: two lingwais 另外 and qita 其他 ‘besides,’ zhiyu 至於 ‘as for,’ 

and tongyangyeshi 同樣也是 ‘similarly.’ The only adversative is dan 但 ‘however.’ 

Temporals include: souxian 首先 ‘at first,’ zaihuidao 再回到 and huitoulaikan 回頭

來看 ‘turning back to,’ and jiexialai 接下來 ‘subsequently.’ The second one goes to 

                                                
15

 The news kernels lacking openings are #2, #10, #11 and #16. 
16 In the following tables presenting the combinations of markers, the markers are placed according to 
their order. However, in order to make the sequence clearer, “shot shift and speaker shift” is placed at 
the end of it. 

B. adversative 

C. temporal 

+ shot shift and speaker shift 
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triple marking (28%). The combinations are very simple; all of them begin with a topic 

shift filler hao 好 ‘okay’ plus a temporal. These temporals do not signal the time of 

the news events but the sequential relationship between news items. Thus, the 

combination may look like hao jiexialai 好, 接下來 ‘okay, subsequently.’ Then, 

quadruple marking and single marking are both 16%. Quadruple marking includes a 

shot shift and speaker shift plus a temporal, a locative phrase and a modified NP. As 

for simple marking, only shot shift and speaker shift are used to mark the boundary. 

Now, we shall begin with the most frequent combination, double marking. For 

those boundaries doubly marked, connectives are the most common markers. The 

majority of them are temporals and additives. They both function in managing a global 

relationship of two news items. Temporals here signal the sequential order of news 

items, for example, to bring out the first piece of news of the news section, the anchor 

uses souxian 首先 ‘at first’ to signal the order of reporting. To connect two news 

items, the anchor uses zaihuidao 再回到 ‘turning back to’ and jiexialai 接下來 

‘subsequently’ to signal the transition of news items. 

As for additives, they indicate the addition of another piece of news. The frequent 

use of additives may be because that in Taiwan, news items are usually arranged 

according to their subject matter. In other words, news items with the same subject 

matter are usually grouped together. The two markers (i.e., temporals and additives) 
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are also frequently followed by an inviting phrase which introduces the news to the 

audience. Let’s take the following excerpt for example. It is the beginning of a news 

kernel on an explosion in Douliu, Yunling. 

(7) 

1. Anchor: ..>另外也要來看看另外也要來看看另外也要來看看另外也要來看看雲林斗六,_ 

2.    ..八號晚間發生了兩天以來,_ 

3.    ..第四起的爆裂物毀壞民宅的事件.\ 

Anchor: Besides, let’s also take a look at an explosion taking place in Douliu, Yunling, on 

evening 8th. It is the fourth accident within only two days. 

(#24, SET) 

The beginning of the news kernel is doubly marked by a shot shift and a speaker shift 

and an additive lingwai 另外 ‘besides.’ This additive and the following adverb ye 也

‘also’ together manage the logical relationship of two pieces of news, the addition of a 

new piece of news. Aside from that, they are immediately followed by an inviting 

phrase yao laikankan 要來看看 ‘let’s see,’ by means of which the anchor presents 

and introduces the news event to the audience. 

The second most widely seen combination is triple marking. The combination is 

the topic shift filler hao 好 ‘okay’ plus a temporal and a shot shift and speaker shift. 

Let’s take the following excerpt for example. It is the beginning of a news kernel on an 

arson event. 

 

 

Level 1 marker  

Abstract 
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(8) 

1. Anchor: ..>好好好好,_ 

2.    ..接著我們帶您來看接著我們帶您來看接著我們帶您來看接著我們帶您來看,_ 

3.    ..這個激烈手段,_ 

4.    ..到現在他都還不後悔.\ 

Anchor: Okay. Subsequently we will show you this. The man did not regret this violent 

action. 

(#20, CTI) 

The news kernel is initiated by a shot shift and speaker shift, a topic shift filler hao  

好 ‘okay’ and a temporal jiezhe 接著 ‘subsequently.’ Hao 好 ‘okay’ in IU 1 

indicates the end of the previous discourse unit as well as the beginning of the 

following unit. Then the temporal jiezhe 接著 ‘subsequently’ followed by an inviting 

phrase women dai ning laikan 我們帶您來看 ‘we will show you’ bring up the news 

item. 

The combination of quadruple marking consists of a temporal, locative phrase, 

modified NP, as well as shot shift and speaker shift. All of the news kernels marked by 

four markers simultaneously present the abstracts at the very beginning. Let’s observe 

the following news on a fire accident. 

(9) 

1. Anchor: ..>今天凌晨台南一間理髮廳發生火警今天凌晨台南一間理髮廳發生火警今天凌晨台南一間理髮廳發生火警今天凌晨台南一間理髮廳發生火警,_ 

2.    ..四層樓的建築,_ 

3.    ..火勢從二樓加蓋一直往上延燒.\ 

Anchor: This early morning, a barber shop in Tainan was on fire. In the four-story 

building, the fire extended from the second floor to the upper floors. 

(#16, Era-News) 

The news kernel is marked by a shot shift and a speaker shift, a temporal jingtian 

Opening 

Abstract 

Level 1 marker 

Level 1 marker 
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lingchen 今天凌晨 ‘this early morning’ a locative phrase tainan 台南 ‘Tainan,’ and 

a modified NP yijia lifating 一家理髮廳 ‘a barber shop.’ There is no opening 

managing the relationship between the news items. It directly presents the abstract of 

the main news events by providing the background information. Without the opening, 

the audience can still notice the coming of the next news because the shots have 

returned to the studio and the speakers are switched again to the anchors17. 

As for the boundaries marked by only one marker (i.e., shot shift and speaker 

shift), no linguistic marker is found. Instead, an evaluation is made before the whole 

news is even reported. The following example is about a robber caught by a police 

college student who happened to be near the event scene. 

(10) 

1. Anchor: ..>壞事真的是不能做壞事真的是不能做壞事真的是不能做壞事真的是不能做,_ 

2.      ..在屏東縣有一名歹徒他拿菜刀要搶加油站,_ 

3.     ..搶走了一萬多塊還砍傷了加油站的員工,_ 

4.      ..而現場剛好有一名警專的學生,_ 

5.      ..他當場用擒拿術,_ 

6.      ..制伏了正要準備逃跑的歹徒.\ 

Anchor: One had better not commit wrongdoings. In Pingdong County, a robber intending 

to rob a gas station with knife stole more than NT$10,000 and even hurt the employee of 

the gas station. However, a police college student happened to be nearby. He immediately 

arrested the escaping robber with Qinna. 

(#14, CTS) 

The beginning of the news kernel is only marked by the shot shift and speaker shift; 

                                                
17 However, the lack of openings seems less preferable in the broadcast news in Taiwan. The 
phenomenon is different from that in British broadcast news where the connecting phrases tend to be 
avoided (Montgomery, 2007). In fact, how the anchors connect two news items is worth further 
exploration in future studies. 

Opening 

Abstract 

Level 1 marker 
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neither connectives nor topic shift fillers are used. What is more, an abrupt comment 

unexpectedly shows up in IU 1. Even so, the audiences are still able to recognize the 

shift of news items because of the presence of the anchor. The evaluative comment 

huaishi zhendeshi bunengzuo 壞事真的是不能做 ‘one had better not commit 

wrongdoings’ may be seen as a technique to arouse the audience’s curiosity about why 

the anchor made such an introductory comment and therefore keep their focus on the 

upcoming news. 

 

4.1.2 News body markers 

Another group of global boundary markers marks the beginning of news bodies. 

In our data, thirteen news bodies begin with event scene presentations while the other 

twelve directly present the main news events18. Any marker appearing at the beginning 

of a news body, whether it marks an event scene presentation or main news event, is 

categorized as Level 1 markers. Table 4 shows the amount and types of markers of a 

news body. 

 

 

 

                                                
18 The twelve news bodies beginning with event scene presentations are news: #2, #3, #4, #5, #6, #8, #9, 
#10, #11, #16, #17, #18, and #21. The other thirteen news bodies beginning with main news events are: 
#1, #7, #12, #13, #14, #15, #19, #20, #22, #23, #24 and #25. 
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Table 4 The boundary markers of a news body (Level 1 boundary marker) 

Boundary markers N % 

1. Doubly marked: 

(1) Referential forms A. modified NP 

 

(2) Temporal + shot shift and speaker shift 

(3) Locative phrase + shot shift and speaker shift 

 

7 

1 

9 

2 

 

32 

4 

36 

8 

2. Singly marked (shot shift and speaker shift)                   6 20 

Total: 25 100 

As Table 4 reveals, the amount of markers and combinations are quite simply outlined. 

Up to 80% of this section is doubly marked and 20% singly marked by shot shift and 

speaker shift. The combinations of double marking include referential forms plus shot 

shift and speaker shift, temporals plus shot shift and speaker shift, and locative phrases 

plus shot shift and speaker shift. Of the linguistic markers, referential forms and 

temporals serve as the major linguistic indicators to mark this section. The variants of 

referential forms include eight modified NPs and one full NP. The following three 

modified NPs mark the beginning event scene presentation: zheme yidatai shashiche

這麼一大台砂石車 ‘such a huge truck,’ sizhe yong huongbi xiexia de chongman 

henyi de neirong 死者用紅筆寫下的充滿恨意的內容 ‘the bitter contents written by 

the dead with a red pen,’ and zhaoshi de zixiaokeche 肇事的自小客車 ‘the car 

caused the accident.’ Then, the other four modified NPs are the beginning markers of 

main news events presented at the onset of news bodies: tou dai anchuanmao 

shenchuan xizhong de nanzi 頭戴安全帽身穿西裝的男子 ‘a man in a helmet and 

suit,’ kai fushidian dapin yibeizi de cishiwusuei huangxing laofuren 開服飾店打拼一

B. full NP 
+ shot shift and speaker shift 
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輩子的 75 歲黃姓老婦人 ‘Mrs. Huang, 75, who has run a boutique her whole life,’ 

chuanzhe heibai tiaowen de xianfang 穿著黑白條紋的嫌犯 ‘the criminal in a black 

and white striped T-shirt,’ and yiming ershao 一名惡少 ‘a vagrant.’ The only full NP 

is haixun danwei 海巡單位 ‘coast guard administration,’ and it marks the beginning 

of the main news events. 

In addition to referential forms, there are nine temporals. The following two 

temporals mark the time of event scene presentation: zaoshang 早上 ‘this morning’ 

and diyishijian 第一時間 ‘immediately.’ The other seven temporals mark the 

beginning time of main news events: zhongwu shierdianban 中午 12 點半 ‘12:30 at 

moon,’ lingchen liandian 凌晨兩點 ‘two a.m.,’ xiawu liangdian wushi fen 下午兩點

五十分 ‘2:50 p.m.,’ yiwai fasheng qian 意外發生前 ‘before the accident,’ ershihao 

qingchen sidian 二十號清晨四點 ‘4 a.m. on the 20th,’ bahao wanjian 八號晚間 ‘on 

the evening on the 8th,’and ershiyi ri shangwu 21 日上午 ‘on the morning of the 21st.’ 

The locative phrases in the combination of locative phrase plus shot shift and 

speaker shift are anfaxianchang 案發現場 ‘at the event scene’ and haishang 海上‘on 

the sea,’ both of which signal the location of the event scenes. The shifts of shot and 

speaker include the abrupt audio presentation of an old woman’s sobs over her son’s 

death, two women’s crying for their relatives’ deaths, a banging sound made by the 

firefighter while rescuing some victims, voices of firefighters in rescue action, and 
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voices of paramedics trying to lift the wounded. 

We shall begin with the two variants of referential forms: modified NPs and full 

NPs. They both refer to the referents being shown on the screen. For example, when 

the journalist mentioned chuanzhe heibai tiaowen de xianfan 穿著黑白條紋的嫌犯 

‘the suspect in a black and white striped T-shirt’ a man in such a T-shirt can be seen on 

the screen, when mentioning jiashu 家屬 ‘family members,’ the family members of 

the dead appear on the screen. Basically speaking, the journalists are actually 

describing what appears on the screen. The choice of modified NPs and full NPs may 

be determined by whether the participants are central or peripheral. The journalists 

tend to provide more information to modify the central characters so that the audiences 

can successfully identify the referents. The additional coding materials may be 

presented in relative clauses or adjectives, and are usually correlated to what is seen on 

the screen. The following excerpt is an action of a drug dealer being arrested. 

(11)  

9. Reporter: ..>穿著黑白條紋的嫌犯穿著黑白條紋的嫌犯穿著黑白條紋的嫌犯穿著黑白條紋的嫌犯,_ 

10.     ..就站在麵攤的門口,_ 

11.     ..警覺性很高,_ 

12.     ..連跟監的員警都不敢大意.\ 

Reporter: The suspect in a black and white striped T-shirt is standing in front of the stand. 

He is so alert of his surroundings that the police officers need to be very careful. 

(#22, TTV) 

In the excerpt, the main participant xianfan 嫌犯 ‘suspect,’ is introduced to the 

discourse for the first time. However, at the same time, the audience can see three men 

Main news events 

Level 1 marker 
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on the screen: one in a black coat, the other in a red turtleneck sweater, and another in 

a black and white striped T-shirt. In order to help the audiences correctly identify the 

referent, the journalist describes the feature of the participant via describing his outfit. 

By doing so, the journalist aids the audience to distinguish the main character and to 

obtain more information about him. 

The second frequently seen combination of markers for this section is temporals 

plus shot shift and speaker shifts. In fact, the majority of the boundaries marked by this 

combination are the main news events presented at the onset of the news body. In other 

words, if the event scene presentation is missing, the news body tends to be marked by 

temporals plus shot shift and speaker shifts. These temporals always signal the time 

when the events in this section take/took place, whether the events occur in the event 

scene or the main news events. They are usually absolute calendar times, such as 

zhongwu shier dian ban 中午 12 點半 ‘12:30 at noon’ and lingchen liandian 凌晨兩點 

‘two a.m.’19 After the time frame is established, the events can be narrated in a 

canonical manner. 

Besides, locative phrases can also be found. They always set the spatial 

background for the event scene presentation and bring the audience to the news field 

where the events in the section take place. Here is an instance beginning with a 

                                                
19

 In fact, no matter where the main news events are placed (i.e., at the beginning of the news body or 
after the event scene presentation), temporals signaling calendar time are always used to signal the time 
at which the main news events take place. 
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locative phrase. 

(12) 
13. Anchor: ..見不到母親最後一面,_ 

14.    ..也是難過得痛哭.\ 

15. Reporter: ..>案發現場案發現場案發現場案發現場拉起了封鎖線,_ 

16.     ..死者身中七刀,_ 

17.    ..失血過多沒有生命跡象,_ 

18.    ..>老母親趕到沒能夠見女兒最後一面,_ 

19.    ..難過得痛哭.\ 

Anchor: The old woman cried sadly because she could never see her daughter anymore. 

Reporter: The accident scene is cordoned off. The dead woman has seven wounds on her 

body and no sign of life due to blood loss. Her mother hurried to the scene and cried 

because she would never her daughter again. 

(# 4, CTI) 

In the above example, the locative phrase anfaxianchang 案發現場 ‘the accident 

scene’ initiates the event scene presentation section. Its main function is to establish 

the background against which the events in the section take place. For example, both 

events, the death being due to blood loss (IUs 16-17) and the old lady crying bitterly 

(IUs 18-19) take place at anfaxianchang 案發現場 ‘the accident scene.’ 

Aside from linguistic markers, 20% of the news bodies are marked by only shot 

shift and speaker shift. The abrupt shift is a strong indicator of discourse discontinuity.  

In the following example, the news body is initiated by a video clip in which an old 

lady cried because of her son’s death. 

 

 

 

The end of news kernel 

Event scene presentation 

Level 1 marker 
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(13) 

5. Anchor: ..而如今成了警方,_ 

6.     ..重要的破案關鍵.\ 

7. Old lady: ..>我要怎麼過日子啊我要怎麼過日子啊我要怎麼過日子啊我要怎麼過日子啊20,_ 

8. Reporter: ..老太太趴在沙發,_ 

9.     ..哭得很傷心,_ 

Anchor: It becomes an important clue to solving the case. 

Old lady: How can I live? 

Reporter: The old lady leaned on the sofa and cried bitterly. 

(# 3 ET-Today) 

In the excerpt, IUs 5-6 are the end of the news kernel and IUs 7-9 are the beginning of 

the news body. The news body begins with a shot shift and a speaker shift. The 

presentation of an old lady crying lasts for about six seconds. With such a conspicuous 

change of speaker and shot, the audience will notice the beginning of a new unit. 

 

4.1.3  The Characteristics of Level 1 Markers 

 We have investigated the amounts and types of markers of the most global 

structures: news kernel and news body. In the following section, we will discuss their 

characteristics. Table 5 below shows the numbers and the percentage of markers at 

Level 1. 

Table 5 The numbers and the percentage of markers at Level 1 

Quadruple 

marking 

Triple 

marking 

Double 

marking 

Single 

marking 

Zero 

marking 

Total  

N. % N. % N. % N. % N. % N. % 

News kernel 4 16 7 28 10 40 4 16 0 0 25 100 

News body 0 0 0 0 19 80 6 20 0 0 25 100 

                                                
20

 On the screen, the old lady cried and murmured 我要怎麼過日子啊 in Hakka: “How can I live?” 

End of the abstract 

Event scene presentation 

Level 1 marker 

Amounts of 

markers 
units 
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As Table 5 shows, double marking outnumbers the other amounts of markers in both 

news kernel (40%) and news body (80%). For the news kernel, the percentages of 

quadruple and triple marking even reach 16% and 28%. The occurrence of multiple 

discourse markers conforms to the Iconicity principle, whereby the more global a unit 

is, the more markers that it is marked by. In the case of a news body, surprisingly, 

neither quadruple marking nor triple marking is discovered. It is double marking that 

comprises the majority of the amounts of markers (80%). Though the amounts of 

markers do not reflect the fact that a news body is a Level 1 unit, it is marked in a 

conspicuous way as is the news kernel. We notice that the two units are both marked 

by a drastic shot shift and speaker shift and this is a strong indicator of the shift of 

topics. In the following, we will further explore the types of markers for the two units. 

Both of the global units are marked by a shot shift and speaker shift. In the news 

kernel, the scenes shift from the news field of the previous news to the studio, and the 

speakers are switched from the reporter to the anchor. In the news body, the scenes 

shift from the studio to the news field of the present news and the speakers shift from 

the anchor to another reporter. However, they are marked by different linguistic 

markers. For the news kernel, the most prevalent combination is connectives plus shot 

shift and speaker shift. Of the four connectives, additives and temporals are the most 

common. Additives indicate the addition of a piece of news with a similar subject. 
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Temporals usually signal the reporting order of a series of news items. Sometimes, the 

topic shift filler hao 好 ‘okay’ may precede the connectives and signal the completion 

of the previous news item. All of these markers manage the logical relationships 

linking two news items. 

 The news body may begin with the event scene presentation or main news events. 

The Level 1 markers of the event scene presentation and those of main news events 

differ. For the event scene presentation section, referential forms, locative phrases and 

speaker shift and shot shift are the most frequent markers. Referential forms and 

locative phrases often refer to the referents involved in event scenes and the name of 

locations. For the main news event section, temporals are more frequently used 

markers. They usually precisely signal the exact time at which the main news events 

take/took place. 

 

4.2 Level 2 Boundary Markers 

Level 2 markers include those indicating the shift of the units of news kernel and 

news body, including the abstract of the news story in the news kernel, and main news 

events, follow-ups, evaluation and routine ending in the news body. The boundary 

markers of each unit differ and will be illustrated in separate sections. 
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4.2.1 Abstract markers 

In this section, we will discuss the amounts and types of markers marking the 

beginning of abstracts21. Table 6 shows the amount and types of boundary markers for 

abstracts. 

Table 6 The boundary markers of the beginning of the abstract (Level 2 boundary 

marker) 

Boundary markers N % 

1. Triply marked: 

(1) locative phrase +  modified NP + temporal 

                temporal + modified NP22 

 

3 

1 

 

14 

5 

2. Doubly marked: 

(1) locative phrase + modified NP 

(2) topic shift filler + modified NP 

(3) full NP + temporal 

(4) temporal + locative phrase23 

 

8 

3 

2 

1 

 

37 

14 

10 

5 

3. Singly marked: 

(1) Modified NP 

 

3 

 

14 

Total: 21 100 

Table 6 above indicates that the amounts of markers range from one to three. The most 

common combination is double marking, amounting up to 66%. Nearly half of the 

double marking (37%) is locative phrase plus modified NPs. In second place is triple 

marking (19%). All of the combinations of triple marking begin with locative phrases 

subsequently followed by modified NPs plus temporals, or temporals plus modified 

                                                
21 In the 25 abstracts, four abstracts are directly presented at the onset of news kernel and the markers 
marking them are considered to be Level 1 boundary markers and had been discussed in 4.1.1. 
22 The item is “雲林斗六八號晚間發生了兩天以來第四起的爆裂物毀壞民宅的事件.” In the 
combination, the modified NPs 兩天以來第四起的爆裂物毀壞民宅的事件 are preceded by the verb
發生了 ‘happened.’ 
23 The item is 在今天基隆的一個學校當中, ‘today, at a school in Keelung.’ This phrase seems 
influent.  
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NPs. The least common one is single marking. All of the markers of single marking 

are modified NPs. 

Table 6 also shows the types of initial boundary markers: 12 locative phrases24, 3 

modified NPs25, 3 topic shift fillers26, 2 full NPs27 and 1 temporal28. All of the locative 

phrases at the initials of abstracts are proper nouns, referring to the exact geographical 

names, such as taibeixian 台北縣 ‘Taipei County.’ After the spatial background is 

established, the main participants are introduced into the discourse. All of the 11 

locative phrases are immediately followed by modified NPs. In fact, nearly all of the 

modified NPs are indefinite NPs, which may or may not be preceded by the existential 

marker you 有 ‘have.’ These indefinite NPs are even further elaborated by restricted 

relative clauses. The following excerpt of news on a suicide accident is taken for 

example. 

(14) 

1. Anchor: ..>回頭來看社會消息,_ 

2.    ..在台北縣板橋有一名再婚的女子在台北縣板橋有一名再婚的女子在台北縣板橋有一名再婚的女子在台北縣板橋有一名再婚的女子,_ 

3.    ..她懷疑先生外遇而且要求離婚,_ 

4.    ..前天晚上她想不開走上絕路,_ 

                                                
24 The locative phrases include 畫面上, ‘on the screen,’ 台北縣‘Taipei County,’ 台中縣‘Taichung 
County,’ 台南‘Tainan,’ 在台北板橋 ‘in Banqiao, Taipei,’ 在屏東縣 ‘in Pingdong County,’ 台南縣

六甲鄉‘Liujia, Tainan County,’雲林斗六‘Douliu, Wuenling,’桃園縣‘Taoyuen County,’ 在嘉義縣的中

埔鄉‘Chungpu, Jiayi,’ 台南 ‘Tainan’ and 嘉義 ‘Jiayi.’ 
25 The modified NPs include: 已經淡出了歌壇的藝人李恕權‘Li Shu-chuan, who used to be a part of 
the musical industry,’在高雄市的警方‘the police in Kaohsiung City,’ and 就讀台大法律系二年級的

張同學 ‘Mr. Chung, a sophomore at NTU law school.’ 
26

 Topic shift fillers include: 好 ‘okay,’ 這是/這個是 ‘this is’, and 那麼, ‘so.’ 
27

 Full NPs include: 海巡隊, ‘coast guard’ and 警方, ‘police officers.’ 
28 The temporals include: 在今天, ‘today.’ 

Abstract 
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Anchor: Now, let’s turn to social news. In Banqiao, Taipei County, a remarried woman 

suspected her husband had cheated on her. Her husband even asked for divorce, so she 

could not bear it and committed suicide last night. 

(#6, CTV) 

The abstract of the news story starts by a locative phrase zai taibeixian banqiao 在台

北縣板橋 ‘in Banqiao, Taipei County.’ Then it brings in its character in the form of 

the existential you-sentence you yinming zaihun de nuzi 有一名再婚的女子 ‘there is a 

remarried woman.’ In the structure, the indefinite NP yiming nuzi 一名女子 ‘a 

woman’ is modified by a relative clause zaihun de 再婚的 ‘remarried.’ Generally 

speaking, the indefinite NP you yiming nuzi 有一名女子 ‘there is a woman’ is able to 

signal the debut of the new participant. Yet, to make the referent more informative, the 

anchors tend to add extra coding materials in the relative clause and make the referent 

more salient. Besides, the position where the modified NP is placed is also meaningful. 

The referent is made thematically important to the unfolding discourse by being placed 

at the beginning position of the abstract. Indeed, the following discourse stretch 

focuses on the fact that the remarried woman, betrayed by her second husband, 

committed suicide. 

The second most widely used boundary markers for this section are modified NPs, 

including yijing danchu getan de yiren lishuchuan 已經淡出了歌壇的藝人李恕權 

‘Li Shu-chuan, who used to be a part of the musical industry,’ zai kaoxuong de 

jingfang 在高雄市的警方 ‘the police officers in Kaohsiung City,’ and jiudu taida 
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faluxi ernianji de zhongtongxue 就讀台大法律系二年級的張同學 ‘Mr. Chung, a 

sophomore at NTU law school.’ As we can see, the head NP, Li Shu-chuan, is unique 

and accessible. However, since he has been less active in public for a long time, to 

make sure the audience is able to identify the referent, the anchor added supplementary 

information to help the audience. The other two head NPs, Mr. Chuang and the police 

officers, on the other hand, are less accessible and thus need to be narrowed down with 

the help of relative clauses. We take the following excerpt for an example. 

(15) 

1. Anchor: ..而製毒的手法也是愈來愈誇張大膽了,_ 

2.    ..在高雄市的警方在高雄市的警方在高雄市的警方在高雄市的警方逮到這麼一名嫌犯,_ 

3.     ..他窩藏在一間兩層樓的鐵皮屋裡面製作毒品,_ 

Anchor: Drug production is getting more and more bold and incredible. In Kaohsiung 

City, policemen arrested such a drug dealer, who produced drugs in a two-story 

wrought-iron-covered house. 

(#22, TTV) 

The abstract starts by a NP jingfang 警方 ‘the police officers’ modified by a restricted 

relative clause zai gaoxiongshi de 在高雄市的 ‘in Kaohsiung City.’ The news 

character jingfang 警方 ‘the police officers’ is introduced to the discourse for the first 

time and accordingly is brand new to the audiences. To aid the audiences to identify 

the referent, the additional coding materials are added. 

 In addition to locative phrases and modified NPs, topic shift fillers like 

zheshi/zhegeshi 這是/這個是 ‘this is,’ and name 那麼 ‘so’ are also used to initiate 

the section. They are respectively followed by modified NPs panjia 潘家 ‘the Pans.’ 

Abstract 
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kaoguti dawang jianrenxi 考古題大王蔣仁曦 ‘King of sample questions, Jiang 

Ren-xi’ and you yisao zai yuanmu de huolun 有一艘載原木的貨輪 ‘there is a cargo 

of logs.’ It is not surprising for topic shift fillers to occur at such a global boundary. As 

we can see, to introduce the new referents into the discourse, the anchors need to 

provide more information about the new referents, thereby helping the audience to 

identify the upcoming referents. At the same time, the anchors’ processing loads are 

also increased, for they require greater cognitive efforts in processing the extra 

information when initiating the new news item. Thus, the topic shift fillers and 

modified NPs together indicate the beginning of the news item. 

4.2.2 Main news event markers 

 In this section, we will discuss the markers marking the beginning of main news 

events. As mentioned above, twelve main news events are presented at the very onset 

of the news body and thus are reckoned as Level 1 markers. We will next discuss the 

remaining thirteen main news events preceded by event scene presentation. Table 7 

below presents the Level 2 markers to mark main news events. 

Table 7 Boundary markers of the beginning of main news events (Level 2 markers) 

Boundary markers N % 

1. Doubly marked: 

(1) Referential forms  A. modified NPs 

               

                C. pronoun 

(2) Temporal + shot shift 

 

3 

1 

1 

8 

 

23 

8 

8 

61 

Total: 13 100 

+ shot shift B. full NPs 
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As Table 7 shows, this section is marked by both referential forms plus shot shift or 

temporals plus shot shift. The combinations of markers are less complex. In total, there 

are eight temporals, three modified NPs and one full NP and one pronoun. The 

temporals include: chingchen sidian duo 清晨四點多 ‘around 4 a.m.,’ chunian bayue 

去年八月 ‘last August,’ sangwu jiudian ban 上午九點半 ‘9 o’clock this morning,’ 

shiliuhao lingchen liangdian duo zouyou 16 號凌晨兩點左右 ‘around two a.m. on the 

16th,’ shanggeyue erhao 上個月二號 ‘on the 2nd of last month,’ shichihao xiawu 

wudian 17 號下午 5 點 ‘5 p.m. on the 17th,’ 31 號凌晨五點多 ‘around 5 a.m. on the 

31st,’ 十號凌晨 ‘early morning on the 10th,’ and 清晨四點半多 ‘around 4: 30 a.m. 

this early morning.’ According to Table 7, temporals are nearly double the referential 

forms. All of these temporals are absolute calendar time, signaling the time of the main 

news events. Second to temporals, referential forms, mainly modified NPs, are 

sometimes used to initiate the section, including guoshi de zhongtongxue 過世的張同

學 ‘Mr. Chuang, who had passed away,’ wushisuei de sizhe 50 歲的死者 ‘the dead, 

aged 50’ and zheci zhehuo 這起車禍 ‘this car accident,’ a full NP nantongxue 男同學 

‘the male student’ and a pronoun ta 他 ‘he.’ In fact, the four referents have been 

mentioned in the event scene presentation. They are restated and become the main 

focus in the following main news events section. 

Temporals occurring at the beginning of main news events are characterized as 
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signaling precise time. Let’s take the following excerpt for instance. 

(16) 

7. Reporter: ..>凌晨兩點凌晨兩點凌晨兩點凌晨兩點,_ 

8.     ..看準四下無人,_ 

9.    ..歹徒衝進加油站,_ 

Reporter: Around two a.m., judging there was no one around, the robber rushed into the 

gas station. 

(#14, CTS) 

In this fragment, the time at which the main news events took place is pinned down at 

the beginning by the temporal lingchen liangdian 凌晨兩點 ‘2 a.m.’ This kind of 

temporal is very common at the beginning of main news events. They pin down the 

explicit time at which the events take place in order to meet the requirement of 

precision in journalism. After the time frame is established, the subsequent events can 

be naturally presented in a canonical manner. 

 As for referential forms, the majority of them are modified NPs. In fact, all three 

modified NPs refer back to the participants or events mentioned in the event scene 

presentation; however, they were not the main focus in the previous section. What is 

more, there is usually a sound-bite inserted between the event scene presentation and 

the main news events. Because the long referential distance, the journalists needed to 

add more materials to recall the previously activated participants. For example, the 

modified NP guoshide zhongtongxue 過世的張同學 ‘Mr. Chuang, who had passed 

away,’ had been mentioned once in the event scene presentation. Yet, the major 

Main news events 

Level 2 marker 
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participant in that section is a woman who witnessed Mr. Chuang falling down. 

Moreover, a sound-bite narrating the process is placed between the event scene 

presentation and the main news events. To reintroduce the participant, the journalist 

linked him with the previous context by means of a relative clause. 

 

4.2.3 Follow-up Markers 

 In this section, we move to the boundary markers indicating follow-ups. The 

markers for the section include: referential forms (modified NPs and full NPs), 

connectives (temporals and causatives) and shot shift. The combinations of markers 

are shown in Table 8. 

Table 8 Boundary markers of the beginning of follow-ups (Level 2 markers) 

Boundary markers N % 

1. Triply marked: 

(1) Referential forms: full NP + temporal + shot shift 

(2) Connectives: adversative + full NP + shot shift 

           causal + full NP 

                  temporal  

           temporal + full NP+ shot shift 

 

1 

1 

2 

1 

2 

 

4 

4 

8 

4 

8 

2. Doubly marked: 

(1) Referential forms:  modified NP 

                full NP               

(2) Connectives: temporal + shot shift                                       

(3) Reporting verbs + shot shift                                     

 

2 

4 

 2 

5 

 

8 

16 

8 

20 

3. Singly marked: 

(1) Shot shift and speaker shift 

 

5 

 

20 

Total: 25 100 

As Table 8 above reveals, the amount of markers ranges from one to three. Up to 52% 

+ shot shift 

+ shot shift 
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of this section is doubly marked, 28% is triply marked and 20% is singly marked. The 

combinations of double marking fall into three categories: referential forms plus shot 

shift, connectives plus shot shift, and reporting verbs plus shot shift. Referential forms 

and reporting verbs are the most widely used. As for triple marking, although no clear 

pattern is found, we notice the frequency of causals is comparatively high here. 

Regarding single marking, shot shift and speaker shift comprise all of the tokens. 

As mentioned earlier, the two most common combinations of double marking are 

referential forms plus shot shift, and reporting verbs plus shot shift. The referential 

forms include two modified NPs and three full NPs. The modified NPs are nuxueseng 

jiashu 女學生家屬 ‘the female student’s family members,’ and you liangming 

chuanyuen 有兩名船員 ‘there are two crew members.’ The full NPs are jiaren 家人 

‘family members,’ lishuchuan 李恕權 ‘Li-shuchuan,’ jingfang 警方 ‘the police 

officers,’ and jingfang 警方 ‘the police officers.’ The prevalence of full NPs is due to 

the participants of this section being more predictable. Since the data we collected are 

social events, the participants of follow-ups are confined to a set of characters, such as 

the victims’ relatives, police officers and investigators. Therefore, the modifiers do not 

need to carry as much new information as those qualifying the NPs at the beginning of 

main news events. The following example is a kidnapping, in which the father of the 

kidnapped youth tried to negotiate with the kidnapper. 
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(17)  

60. Reporter: ..綁匪沒有依約放人,_ 

61.      ..反而再要求贖金.\ 

62.      ..>警方警方警方警方在綁架地點附近過濾出這輛黑色馬自達休旅車,_ 

63.       ..循線查出車子是劉姓嫌犯借給一名叫小陳的男子,_ 

64.       ..在北縣鶯歌承租下一間套房.\ 

Reporter: The abductors did not release the kidnapped youth as they claimed they would. 

Instead, they asked for more ransom. The police officers examine the cars near the 

kidnapping site and focus on a black Mazda recreation car. Later on, they found out that 

the suspect, Mr. Liu, lent the car to a man called “Xiao Chen.” Xiao Chen rents a suite in 

Yingge in Taipei County. 

(#15, ET-Today) 

IUs 60-61 are part of the main news events, in which the parents of the kidnapped 

youth negotiate with the abductors over the ransom. The full NP jingfang 警方 ‘the 

police officers’ was not mentioned in the previous discourse; it is newly introduced to 

the discourse. However, there is no need to add more information to the full NPs 

because they are predictable and therefore contextually grounded. 

The other two categories of double marking include connectives (including 

temporals and causals) and reporting verbs. The temporals usually signal the time 

when the follow-ups take place. As to the causals and reporting verbs, they can lead 

the inferred causes for the main news events. In our data, there is one causal youyu 由

於 ‘because,’ which is followed by locative phrases signaling the event scene, to bring 

out the evidence gathered in the event scene. The reporting verb genju 根據 

‘according to’ is always followed by full NPs like diaocha 調查 ‘investigation,’ 

liaojie 了解 ‘understanding,’ and kanyan 勘驗 ‘investigation’ and leads a piece of 

The end of the main news events 

Follow-ups 

Level 2 marker 
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inferred evidence provided by the relevant authorities or participants. 

Besides the linguistic markers, we found that 20% of this section is marked by an 

abrupt shift of shot shift and speaker shift. The following excerpt is taken as an 

example. 

(18)  

36. Reporter: ..發現老父親躺在>二樓的落地窗前,_ 

37.    ..母親則趴在衣櫃旁地上,_ 

38.     ..>已經沒有呼吸心跳.\ 

39. Police: ..>就就就就由他的前妻由他的前妻由他的前妻由他的前妻,_ 

40.    ..那邊去清查,_ 

41.     ..我們也不排除有第三者.\ 

Reporter: The two victims are Mr. Pan, 62, and his wife, 58. 

Police: We will start with investigating his ex-wife. We don’t exclude the possibility of 

there being an accomplice. 

(# 2, Era News) 

IUs 36 and 38 are the end of the main news events. The follow-ups regarding the 

present action are personally narrated by the police officer in front of the camera. The 

transition of units is not marked by any linguistic marker. Instead, it is signaled by a 

rigid shift of both shot and speaker. Even with the sudden unannounced transition, the 

audiences are still able to be aware of the boundary, for the shift to the presence of the 

police is a clear change to mark the transition of topic. 
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4.2.4 Evaluation Markers 

In this part, we move to the Level 2 boundary markers indicating evaluations. 

Only eight evaluative comments were identified; they may be a single phrase tightly 

connected to follows-ups or form a separable unit itself. The specific markers 

signaling the section are shown in Table 9. 

Table 9 Boundary markers of evaluation (Level 2 boundary markers) 

Boundary markers N % 

1. Triply marked: 

(1) Referential forms  A. modified NP 

                B. full NP 

2. Doubly marked: 

(1) Modified NPs + shot shift 

 

 1 

 1 

 

 1 

 

12 

12 

 

12 

3. Singly marked: 

(1) Modified NPs 

 

2 

 

25 

4. Zero marker 3 38 

Total: 8 100 

Table 9 above shows that the amount of markers of this section ranges from zero to 

three. Up to 62% of evaluations are at least marked by modified NP. The unmarked 

evaluations only comprise 38% of the total evaluations. In fact, the amount of markers 

is related to the size of the evaluative comments. For one thing, if the evaluations can 

be distinctly separated from the follow-ups, they are at least marked by one marker; if 

they are tightly connected to follow-ups, no boundary markers are found.  

The markers of triple marking consists of a referential form, a temporal and a shot 

shift, such as sizhe liangge libaiqian 死者兩個禮拜前 ‘Two weeks ago, the dead’ 

+ temporal + shot shift 
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and jiehun liunian de fuqi lianren 結婚六年的夫妻兩人原本 ‘the couple, married for 

six years used to.’ Regarding the types of markers in double and single markings, we 

only found modified NPs, including lixing nanzi liyianchuan tuoxu xingwei 李姓男子

一連串脫序行為 ‘a succession of Mr. Li’s crazy behaviors,’ yilianchuan kongbu 

ciaohe 一連串恐怖巧合 ‘a succession of horrible coincidences,’ and ta de 

jianyiyongwei 他的見義勇為 ‘his courageous deed.’ The evaluative comments 

marked by no markers include: zhi liugei jiaren yongwuzhijin de zhuixincigu zhi tong 

只留給家人永無止盡的椎心刺骨之痛 ‘leaving only endless pain to his family 

members,’ shi buxingzhong de daxing 是不幸中的大幸 ‘fortunately,’ and weile 

babaiwan tongxia shasou jingfang ye dagan yiwai 為了八百萬痛下殺手 ‘they killed 

the man for only 8 million dollars.’ 

Concerning the evaluative comments marked by modified NPs, we found they all 

referred back to previously mentioned participants or actions. The participants are 

reintroduced to the discourse to bring out a previous episode; at the same time, the 

temporal signal of the time frame is also traced back to the previous one. The 

presentation of the past events serves as a contrast to the main news events. Here is 

one example. 
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(19) 

36. Reporter: ..>結婚六年的夫妻兩人原本結婚六年的夫妻兩人原本結婚六年的夫妻兩人原本結婚六年的夫妻兩人原本幸福美滿,_ 

37.    ..沒有想到愛情的難解習題打開不了心中的結,_ 

38.    ..讓雙方家屬,_ 

39.    ..無盡感慨.\ 

Reporter: The couple, married for six years, once led a happy life. However, they are 

unable to solve the entanglements of love, leaving the relatives of the couple very sad. 

(#6, CTV) 

The evaluation begins with a modified NP jiehun liunian de fuqi lianren 結婚六年的

夫妻兩人 ‘the couple, married for six years,’ which refers back to the two 

participants. In addition to the referential form, the temporal yuanben 原本 ‘once’ 

brings the audience back to the time when the couple was happy. 

Besides, the modified NP also refers back to the action. Generally speaking, the 

action is the subject matter to be commented on. Here is an example. 

(20) 

40. Reporter: ..警局特別表揚這位,_ 

41.    ..未來警界的優秀人才.\ 

42.    ..他的見義勇為他的見義勇為他的見義勇為他的見義勇為也讓加油站老闆和受傷員工,_ 

43.    ..心中無限感激.\ 

Reporter: The police officers praised the outstanding police college student. His brave 

behavior is also appreciated by the employer and the injured employee of the robbed gas 

station. 

(#12, CTS) 

Example (19) is concerned with a police college student who caught a robber at a gas 

station. IUs 40-41 belong to follow-ups, concerning the police college student having 

been praised by the officers at the police station. The evaluation is initiated by the full 

NP tade jianyiyongwei 他的見義勇為 ‘his courage,’ which was appreciated by the 

Evaluation 

Follow-ups 

Evaluation 

Level 2 marker 
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staff of the robbed gas station. By reporting the staff’s appreciation of the student’s 

brave deed, the journalist also made a comment concerning the whole news event. 

Here is an example in which the evaluation is connected to the result so closely 

that no explicit boundary marker can be found. 

(21) 

45. Reporter: ..兩人在墜落山谷後,_ 

46.    ..意識還是很清醒,_ 

47.    ..只有臉部受到擦傷,_ 

48.    ..是不幸中的大幸是不幸中的大幸是不幸中的大幸是不幸中的大幸.\ 

Reporter: After the two people fell down into the valley, they were still conscious. 

Fortunately, only their faces were hurt. 

(#11 Era News) 

In the example, the news ends in an evaluative comment on the result of the car 

accident shi buxing zhong de dashing 是不幸中的大幸 ‘fortunately.’ Apparently, no 

explicit linguistic marker is used to signal the evaluative comment. 

 

4.2.5 Routine Ending 

A routine ending is the last section of a news body. Generally speaking, news 

ends in phrases signaling the names of the channel, journalists and location. No 

specific linguistic marker is identified. Yet, a comparatively longer pause can be 

identified preceding the routine ending. 
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Evaluation 
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4.2.6 The Characteristics of Level 2 Markers 

We have investigated the amounts and types of markers of the beginning of 

abstracts, event scene presentations, main news events, follow-ups, evaluations, and 

routine endings. The following table shows the numbers and the percentages of 

markers at Level 2. 

Table 10  The numbers and the percentage of markers at Level 2 

Quadruple 

marking 

Triple 

marking 

Double 

marking 

Single 

marking 

Zero 

marking 

Total 

 

N. % N. % N. % N. % N. % N. % 

Abstract 0 0 4 19 14 67 3 14 0 0 21 100 

Main news 

events 

0 0 0 0 13 100 0 0 0 0 13 100 

Follow-ups 0 0 7 28 13 52 5 20 0 0 25 100 

Evaluations 0 0 2 24 1 12 2 24 3 40 8 100 

Routine 

ending 

0 0 0 0 0 0 25 100 0 0 25 100 

As Table 10 shows, the amounts of markers range from zero to three. Double marking 

is the most prevalent one for abstract (67%), main news events (100%) and follow-ups 

(52%). Zero marking and single marking are respectively the most prevalent for 

evaluations (40%) and routine ending (100%). 

Regarding the types of Level 2 markers, there is no fixed one for the five units. 

Each of them is marked by different types of markers because of their nature. 

Abstracts are mainly doubly marked by locative phrases plus modified NPs. The 

locative phrase, usually a geographical name, refers to the location at which the events 

take place. The following modified NPs always refer to the major participants. Both of 

Amounts of 

markers 

units 
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them are newly introduced to the discourse and thus serve as an evident indicator of 

the presentation of the news. 

 Main news events are usually doubly marked by temporals plus shot shift. These 

temporals are absolute calendar time, explicating the exact time at which the events 

take place, such as shiliuhao lingchen liangdian duo zouyou 十六號兩點多左右 

‘around two a.m. on the 16th this month.’ With the time frame established, the main 

news events can then be narrated canonically. 

The next unit, follow-ups, is all marked by shot shifts and is always accompanied 

by referential forms and connectives. The referential forms always refer to the police 

officers, investigators and rescuers. The connectives are always temporals and causals, 

bringing in the latest investigation results. At times, the speakers and shots shift 

abruptly from the journalists to the police officers. With the presence of police officers, 

the audience knows the news events have progressed to the stage of investigation. 

Then, most of the evaluations are marked by modified NPs. They refer back to 

the participants mentioned earlier or summarize the action which is going to be 

evaluated. Sometimes, because the evaluative comments are closely connected to 

follow-ups, no marker is identified, thus resulting in zero marking. As for the routine 

ending, no clear marker is identified. However, a relatively longer pause can be 

identified before the routine ending. 
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4.3 Level 3 Markers 

Level 3 boundary markers include the markers signaling the transitions of the 

smallest events within abstracts in news kernel, and event scene presentations, main 

news events and follow-ups in news body. The types and combinations of the Level 3 

markers in each unit may vary because of different narration devices. For example, 

abstracts should be distinguished from the other three units in news body because they 

are presented solely through oral narration; visual images play little role in this section. 

However, visual images affect the types and frequencies of markers to a great extent in 

a news body, especially in the event scene presentation. Accordingly, there is a 

necessity to separate abstracts from the other three units in news body. In the following, 

4.3.1 section will discuss the Level 3 markers in abstracts, 4.3.2 will focus on the 

markers in event scene presentation, 4.3.3 will discuss the markers in main news 

events, 4.3.4 will focus on follow-ups and 4.3.5 will give a summary. 

 

4.3.1 Level 3 Markers in Abstract 

In regard to marking the units within abstracts, there are 46 events within the 

abstracts30 and all of them are marked by Level 3 markers. The amounts and 

combination types of Level 3 markers are shown in Table 11. 

                                                
30 The markers to mark the beginning of abstracts are categorized as Level 2 markers and have been 
discussed in 4.2.1. 
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Table 11 Boundary markers signaling the events in abstract (Level 3 markers) 

Linguistic markers N % 

1. Triply marked: 

(1) Adversatives + topic shift filler + modified NP 

 locative phrase + modified NP 

 temporal + full NP 

(2) Topic shift filler+ temporal       + modified NP 

               locative phrase                                             

 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

 

  2 

  2 

2 

  2 

2 

2. Doubly marked: 

(1) Modified NPs + causal 

temporal 

(2) Connectives:  adversative 

temporal    + modified NP/full NP/pronoun31 

additive 

causal 

(3) Topic shift filler + modified NP/ full NP32            

 

1 

1 

2 

9 

3 

2 

5 

 

2 

2 

4 

20 

6 

4 

12 

3. Singly marked: 

(1) Referential forms: modified NP 

               full NP 

               pronoun 

(2) Connectives:  adversatives 

             temporals 

(3) Topic shift filler                                          

 

6 

5 

2 

1 

3 

1 

 

 13 

 11 

  4 

  2 

  7 

  2 

                                                Total: 46 100 

As Table 11 above shows, the amount of marker combinations range from one to three. 

The ranking of the amount is double marking (50%) > single marking (39%) > triple 

marking (10%). In single marking, referential forms (28%) comprise the majority of 

the markers. Modified NPs (6 tokens) and full NPs (5 tokens) are nearly equal in 

amount. The combinations of connectives, especially temporals, plus referential forms 

                                                
31 The combinations of connectives plus modified NP or full NP are so diverse that we can only lump 
the two referential variants together. There are five following modified NPs, eight full NPs and one 
pronoun. 
32 The referential forms here contain one modified NP and four full NPs. 
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comprise the overwhelming majority of double marking (34%). The following 

referential forms include five modified NPs, eight full NPs and one pronoun. There is 

no specific preference regarding referential forms. In triple marking, the combinations 

are so diverse that there is no clear tendency. 

Based on the result presented above, many types of markers are used in abstracts. 

The most prevalent combination is double marking, accounting for 60% of all 

combinations. The prevalence of double marking in this most local unit seems to 

contradict Givon’s Iconicity principle: global units are marked by more markers while 

local ones are marked by fewer markers. The result of the study indicates that the 

amount of markers do not necessarily correspond to the unit size in broadcast news. 

Besides, no specific types of markers are favored. Apparently, the combinations of 

markers are much more complex and unpredictable than those of Level 1 and Level 2. 

In the following sections, we discuss single marking and double and triple marking, 

respectively and provide examples to illustrate how these events are marked. 

According to the results, referential forms are the most commonly used single 

marker. The frequency of the three variants is modified NP (6 tokens) > full NP (5 

tokens) > pronoun (2 tokens). The low frequency of pronouns may be explained from 

two dimensions. First, an abstract is very short, and within such a short time span, the 

plot of the whole news story must be clearly delivered. To achieve this goal, only 
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foregrounding events and major participants are reported. Therefore, modified NPs 

and full NPs, which mark major breaks of discourse structure are used. The choice 

between modified NPs and full NPs may depend on the necessity of the additional 

information. If the anchors consider the background information crucial in the context, 

they will cram the extra information in relative clauses instead of presenting them in 

independent clauses.33 Second, pronouns can cause ambiguous interpretations. To 

avoid ambiguity, the anchors tend to reduce the usage of pronouns. Indeed, in total, 

there are only eight pronouns occurring at the initial IUs in the abstract section. 

The following example is an abstract of a report on a fire accident happening in 

Tainan. The house owner’s daughter was unable to escape successfully. 

(22) 

1. Anchor: ..今天凌晨台南一間理髮廳發生火警今天凌晨台南一間理髮廳發生火警今天凌晨台南一間理髮廳發生火警今天凌晨台南一間理髮廳發生火警,_ 

2.       ..四層樓的建築,_ 

3.       ..火勢從二樓加蓋一直往上延燒,_ 

4.     ..屋內的裝潢都是易燃物品,_ 

5.   ..再加上鐵皮屋的加蓋悶燒,_ 

6.   ..火勢是一發不可收拾.\ 

7.   ..住在四樓屋主的八歲大女兒住在四樓屋主的八歲大女兒住在四樓屋主的八歲大女兒住在四樓屋主的八歲大女兒,_ 

8.     ..沒有在第一時間逃出,_ 

Anchor: This morning in Tainan, a barber shop was on fire. It is a four-story building. 

The fire spread from the second floor to the upper floors. The decorations in the building 

were all inflammable. In addition, the iron sheet above worsened the situation. The fire 

was uncontrollable. The house owner’s oldest daughter, an eight-year-old who lives on 

                                                
33

 The modified NPs found in abstracts include 穿著雨衣的搶匪, ‘the robbers in the raincoat,’ 腿部中

了 4 槍的司機, ‘the driver whose leg received four gunshot wounds’ 跟李恕權同住的外甥女‘the 
nephew living with Li Su-chen’, 家境並不算富裕的謝家, ‘the Xie family, which is not that rich,’ 住

在四樓屋主的八歲大女兒, ‘the house owner’s daughter, an eight-year-old,’ and 有一名二十歲的年輕

男子, ‘there is a 20-year-old young man.’ 

Event 1 

Level 3 marker 

Level 1 marker 

Event 2 
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the fourth story, was unable to immediately escape. 

(#16, Era-NEWS) 

The abstract example (IUs1–8) contains two events: the depiction of the fire (IUs 1-6) 

and the failed attempt to escape (IUs 7-8). The second event is marked by a modified 

NP zhu zai silou wuchu de basuei danuer 住在四樓屋主的八歲大女兒 ‘the house 

owner’s oldest daughter, an eight-year-old who lives in the fourth story.’ From IU 7 we 

can see the anchor’s attempt to cram all the information into a relative clause. Yet, for 

the audience, the information load contained in the relative clause is too much to be 

processed, especially when the referent is introduced to the discourse for the first time. 

Running the risk of the audience failing to successfully comprehend, the anchor still 

lumped all of the information together. This may be explained according to two 

aspects. First, because abstracts are very brief summaries of news story, the 

information in the news body section has to be crammed into a relative clause. For 

instance, the information coded in the relative clause zhu zai silou wuchu de basuei 

danuer 住在四樓屋主的八歲大女兒 ‘the house owner’s oldest daughter, an eight- 

year-old who lives on the fourth story’ stretches over a few IUs. Second, the anchor 

has assumed that the audiences are aware that the more specific details of the news 

will be delineated in the news body. In other words, even though failing to grasp the 

key points in the abstract section, the audience is able to get more comprehensive 

content. 
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In regard to the events marked by more than one marker, an example illustrates 

how the events are marked by more than one marker. The following excerpt is an 

abstract of a report on a falling accident, which is composed of three smaller events. 

(23) 

3. Anchor: ..就讀台大法律系二年級的張同學就讀台大法律系二年級的張同學就讀台大法律系二年級的張同學就讀台大法律系二年級的張同學,_ 

4.    ..31 號號號號在租屋處燒開水,_ 

5.    ..原本原本原本原本是趁著空檔穿拖鞋到陽台要拿東西,_ 

6.    ..沒有想到沒有想到沒有想到沒有想到忘了帶鑰匙,_ 

7.    ..門門門門被大風吹了,_ 

8.    …(0.3)關上去,_ 

9.    ..沒有帶鑰匙的他於是在心急之下沒有帶鑰匙的他於是在心急之下沒有帶鑰匙的他於是在心急之下沒有帶鑰匙的他於是在心急之下,_ 

10.    ..找童軍繩要從六樓頂攀降到自己住的五樓窗戶,_ 

11.    ..想要鑽進房間,_ 

12.    ..但是窗台邊剛好有一個保特瓶但是窗台邊剛好有一個保特瓶但是窗台邊剛好有一個保特瓶但是窗台邊剛好有一個保特瓶,_ 

13.    ..在濕滑的情況之下,_ 

14.    ..使他一時失足因此吊掛在半空當中,_ 

15.    ..而這個時候支撐他身體重量的童軍繩而這個時候支撐他身體重量的童軍繩而這個時候支撐他身體重量的童軍繩而這個時候支撐他身體重量的童軍繩,_ 

16.    ..不堪磨損斷裂才會造成他從五樓,_ 

17.    ..墜樓身亡.\ 

Anchor: Without any key, he hurried to search for rope to descend from the 6th floor to 

the window of the 5th floor and entered his room. However, a chain of coincidences 

resulted in his death. In fact, he had descended to the windowsill. However, a PET bottle 

happened to be on the windowsill. Because it was wet, the student treading on it lost his 

balance and hung in the air. 

(#9, TVBS) 

The beginning of the abstract is marked by a single modified NP jiudu taida faluxi 

ernianji de zhang tongxue 就讀台大法律系二年級的張同學 ‘Mr. Chang, a 

sophomore at NTU law school.’ However, the following three events are marked by 

more than two markers. The second event (IUs 9-11) is marked by a pronoun modified 

by a relative clause plus a causal. The third one (IUs 12-14) is marked by an 

Event 1 

Event 2 

Event 4 

Event 3 

Level 2 marker 

Level 3 marker 

Level 3 marker 

Level 2 marker 
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adversative plus a locative phrase plus a modified NP. The fourth one (IUs 15-17) is 

marked by a topic shift filler plus a temporal plus a modified NP. As we can see, the 

amounts of markers fail to reflect the hierarchy of units. That is, the larger unit is not 

necessarily marked by global markers. Taking a closer look at the first two events, we 

found that there is only a minor semantic break between them because the topic 

participant remains the male student. In that case, a pronoun ta 他 ‘he’ is sufficient to 

signal the break. Then, why did the anchor restate the fact that the student did not 

bring the key with him in the relative clause? This may be explained by the disfluency 

produced by the anchor while she was spontaneously delivering the news. As we can 

see, IUs 5- IU 8 are not that coherent. First, the adversative meiyouxiangdao 沒有想

到 ‘unexpectedly’ usually denotes something unanticipated happening, but what 

follows the adversative (i.e., forgetting the key) is not in contrast to the previous event. 

It would be more appropriate if the adversative is placed preceding men 門 ‘the door’ 

in IU 7 because the sudden shutting of the door is not predictable. In addition, there is 

also a 0.3-second-long pause preceding IU 8. The coherence gaps and pause in IUs 5-8 

suggest that the anchor is probably still doing online editing. In order to make sure that 

the messages are successfully delivered, the anchor summarized the information in the 

relative clause in IU 9. Accordingly, the restated information may be better viewed as a 

repair. 
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The following units are about the student’s stumbling over a PET bottle, which 

resulted in his death. The adversative danshi 但是 ‘however’ followed by a locative 

phrase and a modified NP in IU 12 indicate that the topics shifted. When it comes to 

the last event in IUs 15-17, the whole event is marked by a topic shift filler er 而 

‘and/but’ plus a temporal zhegeshihou 這個時候 ‘at this moment’ and a modified NP 

zhicheng ta shengti zhonglian de tongjunsheng 支撐他身體重量的童軍繩 ‘the rope 

supports his body.’ The modified NP tongjunsheng 童軍繩 ‘a rope’ is reintroduced to 

the discourse. The distance between it and its last mention crosses 6 IUs, so the use of 

the modified NP is justified. Besides, because the entity is non-human and thus plays a 

minor role, the audiences need more coding materials to retrieve the memory of the 

rope. That is probably why the anchor used a NP modified by a relative clause instead 

of a single full NP. 

 

4.3.2 Level 3 Markers in Event Scene Presentation 

In this section, we inspect the level 3 markers in the event scene presentation 

section. In total, there are 31 events within this section. The amount and combinations 

of markers are shown in Table 12. 
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Table 12  Boundary markers of events in event scene presentation (Level 3 markers) 

Linguistic markers N % 

1. Triply marked: 

(1) temporal + full NP + shot shift                              

 

1 

 

 3 

2. Doubly marked: 

(1) referential forms:  modified NP         

                full NP 

(2) connectives:  adversative + full NP 

            temporal + shot shift 

 

8 

8 

1 

1 

 

 26 

 26 

  3 

  3  

3. Singly marked: 

(1) referential forms  modified NP 

               full NP                                         

(2) shot shift and speaker shift (the display of the sound bites) 

 

1 

6 

5 

 

 3 

 20 

 16 

                                                Total: 31 100 

As Table 12 indicates, the majority of the events within the event scene presentation 

are doubly (58%) or singly (39%) marked. The combinations of double marking are 

simple, consisting of referential forms plus shot shift (16 tokens), adversative plus full 

NP (1 token) and temporal plus shot shift (1 token). Apparently, the most widely used 

combination is referential forms plus shot shift, including eight full NPs and eight 

modified NPs. Full NPs include: yijia 一家 ‘this family,’,xifu 媳婦 

‘daughter-in-law,’ sizhe 死者 ‘the dead,’ laomuqin 老母親 ‘the old mother,’ furen 

婦人 ‘the married woman,’ zuoyoulinju 左右鄰居 ‘neighbors,’ lingyitou 另一頭 

‘on the other side,’ and xiaofangduiyuan 消防隊員 ‘the firefighters.’ Modified NPs 

include: liangming sanghuan 兩名傷患 ‘the two injured,’ tiepiwu gaicheng de qiche 

baoyangchang 鐵皮屋蓋成的汽車保養廠 ‘the car maintenance covered by an iron 

sheet,’ jiaoji de qinyou 焦急的親友 ‘the anxious relatives,’ beijiuqi de liangming 

+ shot shift 
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chuanyuan 被救起的兩名船員 ‘the two rescued crew members,’ zhe liangming zai 

haisang piaoliu jiangjin shixiaoshi de chuanyuan 這兩名在海上漂流將近十小時的

船員 ‘the two crew members floating on the sea for around ten hours,’ zaoshi de 

sashiche siji 肇事的砂石車司機 ‘the gravel truck driver who caused the accident,’ 

xiongxiong de dahuo 熊熊的大火 ‘the fierce fire,’ and kaiche de luoxing nanzi 開車

的羅姓男子 ‘Mr. Luo, who drove the car.’ 

As for single marking, we found referential forms (21%) and that shot and 

speaker shift (16%) are the most widely used markers. Within the variants of 

referential forms, full NPs (6 tokens) greatly outnumber modified NPs (1 token). The 

full NPs include: jiashu 家屬 ‘the relatives,’ laotaitai 老太太‘the old lady’ 

xiaofangrenyuan 消防人員 ‘firefighters,’ and jiunanrenyuan 救難人員 ‘rescuers.’ 

The only modified NP is nantongxue de muqin 男同學的母親 ‘the male student’s 

mother.’ In addition to referential forms, the shot shifts are also quite common. In fact, 

the shot shifts here refer to the abrupt change of scenes and speakers. The turn shifts 

from the journalists to the other participants, who are the main participants or the 

witness or the relatives. 

Based on the types of markers above, we found that the events within this section 

tend to be marked by referential forms as well as shot and speaker shift. Let us start 

with referential forms. Of the three variants of referential forms, the anchors prefer full 
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NPs and modified NPs. The frequent use of the two variants has a lot to do with the 

characteristics of this section. This section is typically describing the scene; voice- 

overs and images are highly matched. In the 23 tokens of referential forms in the 

section, 16 out of them are accompanied with shot shift, and they usually refer to the 

participants on the screen. Besides, the pace of the event scenes and the shift of 

participants are fast. Aside from the IUs in the sound bites produced by the participants, 

there are 67 IUs in the section, which form 32 events. On average, every two IUs form 

an event and each event is led by a new participant. The following excerpt is taken as 

an example. 

(24) 

21. 記者: ..>這時張同學突然這時張同學突然這時張同學突然這時張同學突然墜樓躺在血泊中,_ 

22.     ..拖鞋拖鞋拖鞋拖鞋散落在巷子內,_ 

23.     ..路燈路燈路燈路燈也被壓斷,_ 

24.    ..>婦人婦人婦人婦人看到這一幕,_ 

25.    ..>嚇得回頭看.\ 

26.    ..>左右鄰居左右鄰居左右鄰居左右鄰居也全>跑出來,_ 

27. 鄰居: ..>對呀對呀對呀對呀,_ 

28.    ..碰一聲我以為是什麼機器掉下來,_ 

29.    ..結果不是,_ 

30.    ..是一個人躺在那裏.\ 

Reporter: At this moment, Mr. Chuang suddenly fell down from the building and lay in a 

pool of blood. His slippers were scattered in the alley. The street light was also smashed. 

When the married woman saw this, she turned her head in astonishment. The neighbors 

all went out. 

Neighbor: Yeah. When I heard a bump, I thought something such as a machine fell down. 

It turned out to be a man lying there. 

 (#8, TVBS) 

The excerpt of event scene presentation contains four events. The first event (IUs 

Event 1 

Event 2 

Event3 

Event 4 

Level 3 marker 

Level 3 marker 

Level 3 marker 
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21-23) is marked by three markers: a temporal zheshi 這時 ‘at this moment,’ a full 

NP zhongtongxue 張同學 ‘Mr. Chuang,’ and a shot shift. The second one (24-25) is 

doubly marked by a full NP furen 婦人 ‘the married woman’ and a shot shift. The 

third one (IU 26) is also doubly marked by a full NP zouyoulingju 左右鄰居 ‘the 

neighbors’ and a shot shift. The last one (IUs 27-30) is marked by the shift of scenes 

and speakers. As we can see, the average length of each event is about 2.5 IUs. The 

brevity of events is closely related to the progression of the footage. Since the footage 

moves forward rapidly, the corresponding voice-overs naturally change quickly. 

Therefore, in the event scene presentation section, the narrative moves very fast and 

each event tends to be marked by full NPs or modified NPs to avoid ambiguity related 

to the references. 

In addition to referential forms, the shift of shot and speaker is also frequently 

used to mark the events. This narrative device is a feature specific to broadcast news. 

Journalists frequently leave some events to be narrated by the participants and edit 

them with their voice-overs tactically so that these narrations serve as evidence to 

attest to their factuality. The shot and speaker shift may be accompanied with or 

without bridging phrases to prepare the audience for the upcoming shift. For example, 

in (24), the last event is marked by a drastic shift from scenes to speakers. Even 

though the journalist did not introduce the neighbor before the neighbor appeared on 
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the screen, the audience can still understand the connection of the sound bites to the 

news story. 

 

4.3.3 Level 3 Markers in Main News Events 

In this section, we examine the Level 3 markers in the main news events. Besides 

the 25 beginning events, there are still 72 events left. This section is comprised of 470 

IUs in total. Thus, each event is comprises about five IUs. The amount and 

combinations of markers are shown in Table 13. 
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Table 13 Boundary markers of events in main news events (Level 3 markers) 

Linguistic markers N % 

1. Quadruply marked: 

(1) adversative + pronoun + temporal + shot shift 

 temporal + full NP + shot shift 

 

1 

1 

 

 1 

 1 

2. Triply marked: 

(1) referential forms:  modified NP + temporal + shot shift  

causal + temporal 

                full NP + temporal + shot shift                             

(2) connectives:  additive + locative phrase + shot shift 

            adversative + modified NP + shot shift 

            temporal + modified NP  

                      full NP 

                      causal + full NP 

             causal + full NP + shot shift 

(3) locative phrase + modified NP + shot shift 

 

2 

1 

2 

1 

1 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

 

 3 

 1 

 3 

 1 

 1 

 3 

3 

 1 

1 

1 

3. Doubly marked: 

(1) referential forms: modified NP  

               full NP 

               pronoun                                           

(2) connectives: adversative + modified NP 

           causal + full NP 

           temporal + modified NP 

                    full NP 

shot shift 

 

2 

10 

1 

2 

1 

2 

1 

5 

 

3 

15 

1 

3 

 1 

 3 

 1 

 7 

4. Singly marked: 

(1) referential forms: modified NP 

                     full NP 

(2) connectives: temporal 

(3) shot shift and speaker shift 

(4) locative phrase 

 

2 

2 

3 

24 

1 

 

3 

3 

4 

34 

1 

                                                 Total: 72 100 

As Table 13 shows, the amount of markers ranges from one to four. The ranking of the 

amount is single marking (47%) > double marking (34%) > triple marking (18%) > 

quadruple marking (2%). In single marking, shot and speaker shifts (34%) comprise 

+ shot shift 

+ shot shift 
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the overwhelming majority of the markers. In double marking, full NPs plus shot shifts 

(15%) are the most commonly seen. Temporals plus shot shifts (8%) are in second 

place. In triple marking, the combinations of markers are so diverse that there is no 

clear tendency. However, without considering the order of markers in a combination, 

we found that the combinations comprising referential forms, temporals and shot shift 

are the most commonly seen (8 out of 13 tokens). The last one goes to quadruple 

marking with only two tokens. 

 Based on the result presented above, we found that the different amounts of 

markers take place in this section simultaneously. The amounts of markers are not 

affected by the size of units they mark. In regard to the types of markers, we found that 

the events within main news events tend to be marked by shot and speaker shifts 

(34%), full NP plus shot shift (15%), temporal plus shot shift (8%), and by 

combination of temporal, referential forms and shot shift. In the following sections, we 

will only discuss events marked by full NPs and temporals since the example of shot 

and speaker shifts has been explained in the earlier sections. 

 Beginning with full NP plus shot shift, the full NPs include: zhengfu 政府 ‘the 

government,’ xianfan 嫌犯 ‘the suspect,’ daitu 歹徒 ‘the bandit,’ laoshi 老師 ‘the 

teacher,’ xianguandanwei 相關單位 ‘the relevant authority,’ nanyungong 男員工 

‘male employee,’ daitu 歹徒 ‘the bandit,’ bangfei 綁匪 ‘the kidnapper,’ yuanjing 員
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警 ‘the police officer,’ and xianfan 嫌犯 ‘the suspect.’ Actually, besides full NPs, we 

also found a lot of modified NPs distributed in different combinations. It seems that 

the journalists prefer full NPs and modified NPs to mark these events probably 

because the vital events are led by the main participants all need to be conveyed in the 

section, resulting in swift shifts of events and references. Besides, in our data, the IUs 

within these events tend to be marked by zero anaphora, as shown in example (25). 

(25) 

28. 記者:  ..>10 號凌晨葉姓男子號凌晨葉姓男子號凌晨葉姓男子號凌晨葉姓男子到這家卡拉 OK 店,_ 

29.    ..>喝酒唱歌,_ 

30.    ..看到羅姓男子>和人起口角,_ 

31.    ..好心調解.\ 

32.    ..>羅姓男子羅姓男子羅姓男子羅姓男子心有不甘,_ 

33.    ..藉著酒意,_ 

34.    ..>錯看死者以為>是尋仇對象,_ 

35.    ..倒車輾過去.\ 

Reporter: In the early morning on the10th, Mr. Ye was having fun in this KTV, drinking 

and singing. When he saw Mr. Luo quarreling with someone, he tried to calm things 

down. MR. Luo was unhappy about it. Feeling intoxicated, he mistook Mr. Ye for his foe 

and ran him over. 

(#9, SET) 

The excerpt contains two events. The first event (IUs 28-31) is triply marked by a 

temporal shihao lingchen 十號凌晨 ‘in the early morning on the 10th,’ a modified NP  

yexing nanzhi 葉姓男子 ‘Mr. Ye,’ and a shot shift. The second event (IUs 32-35) is 

led by two markers: a modified NP luoxing nanzhi 羅姓男子 ‘Mr. Luo’ and a shot 

shift. The topics shift from Mr. Ye’s point of view to Mr. Luo’s. To signal the 

transition, the full NP luoxing nanzhi 羅姓男子 ‘Mr. Luo’ is used. What follow the 

Event 1 

Event 2 

Level 2 marker 

Level 3 marker 
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two full NPs are four IUs, all of which are marked by zero anaphora. Thus, the events 

in the section of the main news events tend to be a series of IUs led by a full NP or a 

modified NP. 

 Compared with the other connectives, temporals are the most widely used 

connective probably because news is basically a series of events and since the 

arrangement of events tends to be chronological, we need temporals to signal the 

transitions. As mentioned in 4.2.2, most of the temporals signaling the beginning of the 

main news events explicitly pin down the exact date and time when the events 

take/took place. On the contrary, the temporals in the following events tend to manifest 

the sequence of events, such as danshi 當時 ‘at that moment,’ zhihuo 之後 ‘after 

that,’ jiexialai 接下來 ‘subsequently,’ dengdao 等到 ‘by the time,’ jieguo 結果 ‘in 

the end,’ and zuihuo 最後 ‘in the end.’ What is more, verbs are also frequently 

followed by temporal, such as huo 後 ‘after’ and shi 時 ‘when’ to indicate the 

passing of time. These temporals mainly function in advancing the narrative of the 

main news story as shown in example (26). 
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(26)  
9. 記者: ..>意外發生前意外發生前意外發生前意外發生前,_ 

10.     ..摔死的摔死的摔死的摔死的>高二女學生高二女學生高二女學生高二女學生,_ 

11.     ..穿著制服,_ 

12.     ..跨站在腳踏車後面的火箭筒上,_ 

13.     ..>左邊還有一輛摩托車左邊還有一輛摩托車左邊還有一輛摩托車左邊還有一輛摩托車緊跟在他們旁邊,_ 

14.     ..用腳推腳踏車,_ 

15.     ..結果經過這個結果經過這個結果經過這個結果經過這個>人孔蓋時人孔蓋時人孔蓋時人孔蓋時,_ 

16.     ..腳踏車跳動,_ 

17.     ..女學生女學生女學生女學生一時>重心不穩,_ 

18.     ..從車上掉下來,_ 

19.     ..頭部>撞到路邊轎車再著地,_ 

20.     ..最後因為顱內最後因為顱內最後因為顱內最後因為顱內出血,_ 

21.     ..傷重不治.\ 

Reporter: Before the accident, the female sophomore in her uniform had stood on the 

attached stick to the bike. There was a scooter following them on the left. The scooter 

rider pushed the bike with his feet. Then, when they passed a manhole cover, the bike 

jerked. The female student lost her balance and fell off the bike. Her head 

bumped into the car nearby and then onto the ground. In the end, she died of an 

intracranial hemorrhage. 

(#7, TVBS) 

The excerpt contains four events: IUs 9-12; IUs 13-14; IUs 15-19; IUs 20-21. As we 

can see, the first, second, and third events are marked by temporal: yiwaifashengqian 

意外發生前 ‘before the accident,’ jieguo 結果 ‘in the end,’ and zhuihuo 最後, ‘in 

the end.’ The three markers signal the beginning, middle and end of the events. 

 

4.3.4 Level 3 Markers in Follow-ups 

In the section, we examine the Level 3 markers in follow-ups. In addition to the 

25 beginning events, there are 27 following events. In total, there are 52 events in this 

section which is comprised of 157 IUs. Thus, ion average, each follow-up contains 

Event 1 

Event 2 

Event 3 

Event 4 
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about two events and each event is composed of about three IUs. The markers are 

shown in Table 14. 

Table 14 Boundary markers of events in follow-ups (Level 3 markers) 

Linguistic markers N % 

1. Triply marked: 

(1) full NP + temporal + shot shift                                             

(2) connectives: adversative + causal + modified NP 

                      temporal + modified NP 

temporal + full NP + shot shift                         

 

3 

1 

1 

1 

 

 11 

  4 

4 

4 

2. Doubly marked: 

(1) referential forms:  modified NP +         

                full NP + shot shift 

                        temporal 

(2) connectives:  additive + full NP 

            adversative + pronoun 

                      shot shift 

temporal + full NP 

causal + modified NP 

       full NP 

2 

1 

4 

2 

1 

2 

1 

1 

2 

1 

  7 

  4 

 15 

  7 

  4 

 7 

  4 

  4 

  7 

  4 

3. Singly marked: 

(1) full NP 

(2) connectives: additive 

           adversative 

(3) shot and speaker shift 

 

1 

1 

1 

1 

 

4 

  4 

4 

4 

                                                Total: 27 100 

As Table 14 shows, the amounts of markers range from one to three. The ranking of 

the amount of markers is double marking (63%) > triple marking (22%) > single 

marking (15%). The types of markers are still very diverse. All markers take place here 

and no clear pattern is found. The amount of markers and the diversity of markers may 

be relevant to the characteristics of the section of follow-ups. 

Let us start by discussing why double and triple marking outnumber single 

shot shift 

temporal 
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marking in this section. First, follow-ups need to update the latest development or the 

actions to be taken. Thus, the characters may cover police officers, investigators and 

rescuers or reintroduce the major participants again. Thus, the characters involved are 

probably more numerous than those in the main news events. Let’s take the following 

example. The news is about a shipwreck. The follow-up section is composed of three 

IUs. Each IU is concerned with different participants: the two crew members, the 

fourteen still missing crew members and the rescuers. The three one-IU-long events 

bear the responsibility to update the latest developments. 

(27)  

32. 記者: ..有兩名船員有兩名船員有兩名船員有兩名船員第一時間第一時間第一時間第一時間先被國外貨輪救起,_ 

33.    ..不過目前還不過目前還不過目前還不過目前還有有有有 14 名船員名船員名船員名船員下落不明,_ 

34.   ..救難人員救難人員救難人員救難人員還在持續搜救和時間賽跑.\ 

Reporter: Two crew members were immediately rescued by a foreign cargo ship. However, 

so far, fourteen crew members are still missing. The rescuers are still trying their best to 

find them. 

(#21, FTV) 

Perhaps the markers in this section are so diverse because of follow-ups’ second 

function: to present the latest investigation results. It is certain that temporals occur  

in this section a lot since follow-ups also introduce the events after the main news 

events. However, compared with the events in the sections of event scene presentation 

and main news events, the logical relation between the events in follow-ups is more 

diverse and involves more than the temporal. In order to bring in the investigation 

results, which are supposed to explain the cause of the accident, the journalists are 

Follow-ups 
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very likely to use causals. That is why we found the frequency of causals in follow-ups 

to be higher than in the event scene presentation and main news events. 

 

4.3.5 The Characteristics of Level 3 Markers 

 We have investigated the amounts and types of markers of the local units in 

abstracts, event scene presentations, main news events and follow-ups. The numbers 

and the percentage of markers at Level 3 are presented in the following table. 

Table 15 The numbers and the percentage of markers at Level 3 

Quadruple 

marking 

Triple 

marking 

Double 

marking 

Single 

marking 

Zero 

marking 

Total  

N. % N. % N. % N. % N. % N. % 

Abstract 0 0 5 10 23 50 18 40 0 0 46 100 

Event scene 

presentation 

0 0 1 3 18 58 12 39 0 0 31 100 

Main news 

events 

2 1 14 18 24 34 32 45 0 0 72 100 

Follow-ups 0 0 6 22 17 63 4 15 0 0 25 100 

As Table 15 shows, the amounts of markers range from zero to four. Except for the 

units in main news events (which are mainly singly marked), the units in the other 

three units are mainly doubly marked. The percentages of double marking for units 

within abstracts, event scene presentation and follow-ups are 50%, 58% and 63%, 

respectively. What is more, triple marking and even quadruple marking can also be 

found. Apparently, the amounts of markers do not decrease along with the descending 

of levels and this will be discussed in 4.4 in some detail. 

Amounts of 

markers 
units 
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 In terms of the types of markers at Level 3, the most prevalent combination for 

the units in abstracts is connectives plus modified NPs or full NPs. The high frequency 

of the markers with heavy coding materials is related to the compactness of abstract, 

only foreground events are reported. Thus, even though the events are at a local level, 

they are marked by global markers. 

 The units in the event scene presentation section are doubly marked by shot shift 

plus referential forms. The referential forms directly refer to the participants appearing 

on the screen. Because both the footage and episodes move fast, the referential forms 

change very fast to match the moving action on the screen. 

 The units in the main news events are mainly marked by shot shift and speaker 

shift. The journalists always leave parts of the story to be narrated by the participants 

and then knit them together with their short interpretations. Besides shot shift and 

speaker shift, the units are often doubly marked by either full NPs plus shot shift or 

temporals plus shot shift. As a matter of fact, in addition to full NPs and temporals, a 

lot of modified NPs can also be found. The high frequency of the two referential 

variants and temporals may be ascribed to the fact that main news events center on the 

major participants and their actions, so the rapid switch of references is justified. As 

for the temporals, they differ from the temporals marking the beginning of the main 

news events. They are characterized as signaling the progression of the events instead 
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of absolute time. 

 Then, the units in follow-ups are often marked by full NPs plus shot shift. The 

referential forms are limited to a set of participants who are able to update the latest 

outcome, such as the police officer, investigators, etc. In addition, of the four 

connectives, we found a higher frequency of causals, since they are usually used to 

bring up the latest investigation results. 

 

4.4 News Structure and Markers 

In this chapter, we have presented the amounts of different types of markers at the 

three levels of news structure. There are two major findings. First, the amounts and the 

types of markers can only manifest the most global level, Level 1. In our study, 28% of 

the units at Level 1 are marked triply and 16% of the units at Level 1 are even marked 

quadruply, which is eight times the units at Level 2 and Level 3 (2% in total). Besides, 

all of the units at Level 1 are marked by a drastic shot shift and speaker shift. The 

shots shift from the studio to the news field and vice versa. In the same way, the 

speakers change from the anchor to the journalists and vice versa. Thus, the units at 

Level 1 are characterized with the linguistic boundary markers and conspicuous 

changes in both scenes and speakers. 

However, the amounts and the types of markers do not show significant 
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differences between the units at Level 2 and Level 3. At the two levels, double 

marking is always the most frequent combination and there is no fixed type or 

combination of markers for Level 2 and Level 3 units. The finding partly contradicts 

the previous studies regarding written narratives, in which global units tend to be 

marked by more markers to make the boundary more prominent while local ones are 

usually marked by fewer markers (Li, 1985; Yu, 1990; Chen, 1990). In fact, the failure 

of the amounts of markers to reflect the hierarchy of news structures at Level 2 and 

Level 3 has a lot to do with the format of news. As mentioned in the previous literature, 

the media practitioners (Lanson and Stephens, 1994; Cotter, 2001) reach an agreement 

that broadcast news is scripted for listening instead of reading. Thus, the audience’s 

memory span needs to be taken into consideration. To make sure that the audience can 

catch up on the information in time, the markers often manifest the logical relationship 

of juxtaposed sentences. Accordingly, there is little need to distinguish Level 2 from 

Level 3. 

The other finding is that the types of markers are closely related to the nature of 

units rather than to the structure. Previous study on oral narratives shows that certain 

markers tend to accompany specific units (Qin, 1998). The result goes to the units 

under news kernel and news body as well. The most common combinations of markers 

for the seven units are summarized in Table 16. 
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Table 16 The combinations of the markers and the nature of the seven units 

Units Combinations of markers Examples 

Openings Shot shift and speaker shift + 

topic shift 

fillers/temporals/additives 

Anchor: ..>好好好好,_ 

  ..接著接著接著接著我們帶您來       

看,_ 

Abstracts Locative phrase + referential 

forms 

Anchor:  ..在台北縣板橋有在台北縣板橋有在台北縣板橋有在台北縣板橋有

一名再婚的女子一名再婚的女子一名再婚的女子一名再婚的女子 

Event scene 

presentations 

Shot shift and speaker shift + 

referential forms/locative phrase 

Reporter:  ..>穿著黑白條穿著黑白條穿著黑白條穿著黑白條

紋的嫌犯紋的嫌犯紋的嫌犯紋的嫌犯  

Main news events Shot shift + temporals which 

signal the exact time 

Reporter:  ..>凌晨兩點凌晨兩點凌晨兩點凌晨兩點,_ 

Follow-ups Shot shift + referential 

forms/connectives 

Reporter:  ..>警方警方警方警方在綁架地

點附近過濾出

這輛黑色馬自

達休旅車,_  

Evaluations Shot shift + referential forms Reporter: ..>結婚六年的夫結婚六年的夫結婚六年的夫結婚六年的夫

妻兩人原本妻兩人原本妻兩人原本妻兩人原本幸福

美滿,_ 

Routine endings Longer pause Reporter: ..(.5)三立新聞朱

俊元張弘儀,_ 

..台北報導.\ 

From Table 16, we can see that different units are marked by different markers. The 

beginnings of news kernels, i.e., openings, are always marked by global markers 

which signal a transition to a new topic, and this discourse function is fulfilled by the 

topic shift filler hao 好 ‘okay.’ Additives and temporals, in addition to signaling topic 

shifts, denote an additional and sequential relation between news items. Then, the 

abstracts typically begin with locative phrases plus referential forms, which introduce 

the places and major participants into the discourse for the first time. The locative 

phrases are featured as geographical proper nouns. The participants are always 

presented in the form of indefinite NPs since they are newly introduced. 
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Down to the news body section, the first unit, event scene presentation, is usually 

marked by referential forms/locative phrases together with shot shift and speaker shift. 

Both of them refer to the participants and settings of the condition of the event scene 

presentation and are highly matched to the scenes. Thus, the extra coding materials 

modifying the participants can be directly inferred from the scenes. Then, main news 

events are mainly marked by temporals plus shot shift. Previous studies on narratives 

have shown that the beginning of a narrative is always marked by phrases signaling 

the starting point of time. In TV news, the time frame is even narrowed down to a 

definite spot and is therefore marked by temporals like shiliuhao lingchen liangdian 

duo zouyou 16 號凌晨兩點左右 ‘around two a.m. on the 16th,’ which clearly points 

out the specific time. These temporals not only “highlight the most important 

discontinuity” (Bestgen and Costermans, 1997) but also meet the requirement of 

precision in news report. As for the follow-up sections, all of them are marked by shot 

shift and are frequently accompanied by referential forms (28%) and connectives 

(32%). In addition to referential forms and connectives, reporting verbs such as genju 

根據 ‘according to’ are also found in this section. The common ground these markers 

share is that they bring in the latest development of the events and are often related to 

policemen and investigators. Finally, the evaluation section, which is optional, is 

mainly marked by referential forms which refer back to the participants mentioned 
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earlier, and to summarize the action which is about to be evaluated. As for the routine 

ending section, no clear marker is identified. Nevertheless, a relatively longer pause 

can be identified before the section. 

Regarding the units within the abstracts, event scene presentations, main news 

events, follow-ups and evaluation, the combinations of markers become very complex 

and there is no clear pattern. The only thing we found is that since the units at Level 3 

still center on the participants and their actions, referential forms and temporals are the 

most prevalent markers. This is especially evident in the units in abstracts and main 

news events. Yet, the distribution of connectives shows diversity in the event scene 

presentation section and the follow-up section. In the event scene presentation section, 

the events are often marked by referential forms, and few temporals are found because 

this section is usually very short and the journalists are simply describing the footage. 

In such cases, the audience is still able to know the sequential of events without the 

temporals. As in follow-ups section, the frequency of causals is higher than those in 

the other units because the follow-ups section always updates the latest investigation 

results, which usually explains why the accident happened.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, a brief summary of the present study is given and a few 

limitations and suggestions for future study are also offered.  

 

5.1 Summary of the Present Study 

This thesis aimed to investigate the discourse structure of broadcast news related 

to crime and damages in Taiwan. Besides, it probes into the correlation between the 

discourse structure and use of the corresponding boundary markers. 

As shown in the previous literature, broadcast news is deemed as a variant of 

narrative. It contains two macrostructures: news kernel and news body (Lanson and 

Stephens, 1994; Bell, 1991, 1994, and 1998; Thornborrow and Fitzgerald, 2004; 

Thompson, 2005; Montgomery, 2007). The two macrostructures can be further 

partitioned into smaller units, and we adopted Labov and Waletzky’s (1967) model of 

narrative to account for them. These smaller units include: openings and abstracts in 

news kernel and event scene presentations, main news events, follow-ups, evaluations, 

and routine endings in news body. These units can be further subdivided into even 

smaller ones. Thus, in the present study, the discourse structure of a broadcast news 

item is divided into three layers. From global to local, they are Level 1, Level 2 and 
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Level 3. The units at Level 1 include: news kernel and news body. The units at Level 2 

include: the beginning of abstracts in news kernel, the beginnings of main news events 

following event scene presentations, follow-ups, evaluations and routine endings in 

news body. The units at Level 3 include: the transitions of events in abstracts, event 

scene presentations, main news events, follow-ups and evaluation. To explain the 

demarcation, we examine the amounts and types of each unit’s corresponding markers. 

The markers are used to signal boundaries. The types of boundary markers 

studied in the present study cover topic shift fillers, locative phrases, referential forms, 

connectives, and shot shifts. Topic shift fillers, such as hao 好 ‘okay,’ and er 而 

‘and’ may signal either the termination of a topic or the starting of a new topic, as do 

locative phrases whose presence often implies the introduction of a new place or 

change of place and thus are included. Referential forms include: modified NPs, full 

NPs and pronouns, ordered from discontinuity to continuity in topic coherence. The 

presence of modified NPs and full NPs may signal that the participants have changed 

and another event happens. Connectives include: additives, adversatives, temporals 

and cause-effects. They not only indicate the logical relationships of events but also 

lead a new topic. 

After deciding what kind of markers we are going to examine, we will count the 

frequency of the markers used at a boundary. If the boundary is marked by only one 
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marker, it is singly marked. If the boundary is marked by two markers, it is doubly 

marked and so on. The order of markers is also specified. For example, the boundary 

shihao lingchen yexing nanzhi dao zhejia kala oke dian >10 號凌晨葉姓男子到這家

卡拉 OK 店 ‘on the early morning on the 10th of this month, Mr. Ye went to this 

Karaoke box’ is triply marked by a shot shift, a temporal and a modified NP. By 

counting the frequency of the markers, we are able to examine the relationship 

between the amounts and types of markers and the structures. According to the 

Iconicity principle, we expect the units at the more global levels to be marked by 

heavier coding materials. 

What follows are the major findings of the present study. First of all, the amounts 

of markers only show significant difference at the most global level. The percentage of 

quadruple marking (16%) at Level 1 is much higher than that at Level 2 (0%) and 

Level 3 (1%). Besides, all of the units at Level 1 are marked by drastic shot shift and 

speaker shift. Down to Level 2 and Level 3, the amount of markers does not decrease 

along with the descending levels. Double marking is the most common combination at 

the two levels. Besides, there is no specific type of the markers for the units at Level 2 

and Level 3 either. The failure of markers to show the hierarchy of the two levels 

indicates that linearity outweighs hierarchy in broadcast news. This is ascribed to the 

fact that broadcast news is presented in spoken form, and therefore the relationships 
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between neighboring sentences need to be clearly stated by connectives. 

As for the distribution of types of markers, it is decided by the nature of each unit. 

The beginning of news kernel (i.e., the opening) is always marked by shot shift and 

speaker shift plus temporals, additives or topic shift fillers. The three linguistic 

markers signal the global relationship between two news items. Temporals frequently 

signal the reporting order; additives signal the addition of a new piece of news; and 

topic shift fillers signal the completion of a previous news unit and the beginning of a 

new one. Then, what immediately follows the opening section is the abstract section. It 

is mainly initiated by locative phrases plus referential forms. The two linguistic 

markers together introduce the setting and main participant of the news story to the 

discourse. 

In the news body, the optional beginning section, the event scene presentation 

section, is often marked by shot shift plus referential forms. Such referential forms 

inevitably refer to the participants on the screen. Thus, the reference and the scenes are 

highly matched. After the section comes the main news events section. Whether or not 

it follows the event scene presentation, it always begins with temporals signaling 

specific calendar time at which the events start. This kind of temporal not only helps to 

establish the time frame for the main news events but also meets the requirement of 

precision in news. What follows is the follow-up section. This section is usually 
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marked by shot shift plus referential forms or connectives. In addition, a few reporting 

verbs can also be found. These markers are usually related to policemen and 

investigators because this section usually brings up the latest investigation or 

development of the events. Finally, the evaluation section may be marked by 

referential forms and shot shift. Such referential forms usually refer back to the 

participants mentioned earlier or the entire events to be evaluated. When closely 

connected to follow-ups, this section usually is not marked by any marker. As for 

routine ending section, no specific marker is found except for longer pauses. 

Regarding the events in abstracts, event scene presentations, main news events, 

and follow-ups, the combinations of markers are very complicated and no clear 

patterns were found. Referential forms, temporals and shot shift are the most common 

markers since the participants and the actions are still the major concern. The only 

difference between the events in the four sections is the distribution of connectives. In 

event scene presentation section, few temporals are found because the journalists are 

simply describing the actions shown on the screen, which are usually arranged 

chronologically. In follow-ups section, a comparatively great number of causal are 

discovered because this unit functions by providing the possible cause for the main 

news events. 
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5.2 Limitations and Suggestions for Further Study 

This study has a few limitations. First, the amount of the data is far from being 

sufficient and not all news programs are included, such as PTS, DaAi TV, GTV34, etc. 

It would be more justified if the amount of data increases and all channels are included. 

Second, the scope of the data is only limited to broadcast news about crimes and 

damages. Thus, our findings cannot be applied to the other types of subject matters, 

such as industry and business news, education news, political news, etc, since news 

with different subject matters may have different discourse structures, and thus may be 

marked by different boundary markers. Third, the present study only focuses on 

broadcast news. It would be interesting and meaningful to compare the same news 

events presented in both broadcast news and newspapers. Fourth, the supralinguistic 

features like intonations and gestures are not touched upon in the present study. 

However, we know that suprasegmental features like rising pitch may hint at the onset 

of a new discourse unit and falling pitch hint at the closure of a discourse unit. Thus, 

the study will be more legitimate if the supralinguistic markers are included. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
34 PTS, DaAi and GTV are respectively 公共電視, 大愛, and 八大.  
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